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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 92nd

Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 10, 1971

American Legion
Plays Here Today

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

"Some people call me Old Glory.
..some call me the Star Spangled
Banner. Whatever they call me I
am YOUR flag, the Flag of the
United States of America!
"But,
something's
been
bothering me, so I thought I
might talk with you . . because it
is about YOU and ME.

"When your Daddy saw me
coming,
he
immediately
removed his hat and placed it
against his hand directly over his
heart . . . Remember?

Hole-In-One
Scored At
Calloway Club

Due to a wet field at Greenville,
the finals of the American Legion
tournament will be played at Ty
Holland stadium here this afternoon.
Al Lindesy, who lives at 203
Murray will take on Owensboro North Eighth
Street, scored a
in a single game at 3:30 p.m. and
hole-in-one last night at the
if Murray wins, a second game
Calloway County Country Club's
will follow. If the Murrayans 125-yard
par 3 number 11 bole.
should lose, Owensboro will be To
settle a discussion as to who
the champions.
was the better golfer, Lindsey
Randy Oliver is scheduled to and Tommy
Sanders, agreed to
pitch for Murray in the opening play the one
hole about 9 p.m.
game.
Car lights were used to light up
the fairway and the green and
Lindsey used a nine-iron to score
FREE PUPPY
his ace.
A part German Shepard, The hole-in-one was the first in
female puppy, four months old, Lindsey's 37 year golfing career
will be given away to a good and the sixth at the Calloway
home.The puppy is house-trained course this year. Other scoring
says the owner. Interested aces at the club are: Gary
persons should go to box 414 Sullivan, Dwain Lowry, Wes
Bethel highway just past the Furgesee, Mrs. Carla flexroat,
Bethel Church.
and Mrs. Jane Fitch.

The American Legion comes up
with the following which should
give some food for thought. It is
entitled "Hello, Remember Me,"
and concerns our flag.

"I remember some time ago
people lined up on both sides of
the street to watch the parade,
and naturally I was leading every
parade, waving proudly in the
breeze!

10. Per Copy

i

SCOUTS HONOR CRRISMAN: Ed CM-Inman,814 North Nth Street, is shown receiving a statnetle
of the "ideal Boy Scout" from Choctaw District Scent Executive G. W. Hayden in recognition of Ws
leadership as chairman of the successful 1971 Calloway County Boy Scout fund campaign. The
presentation was made last Thursday at the weekly meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.

Ed Chrisman Is Honored
By Boy Scouts Recently

Doctors To Test
Spacemen's Hearts

Vol. LXXXXII No. 187

Value Of Dollar
Is Plunging In
Western Europe
LONDON (UPI)=The value
of the American dollar is
plunging again in Western
Europe.
Fears of a possible devaluation of the dollar, sparked by a
congressional report released
Saturday, reduced dollar de.
mend on European money
markets Monday and thus sent
its price in relation to other
currencies into a nosedive. It
hit a 22-year low in West
Germany.
In reaction, the demand for
gold soared in London where its
price shot up to $43.94 an
ounce, an increase of $1.20
since Friday. Devaluation of
the dollar would mean it would
take more American currency
to buy the same amount of
gold, the international monetary standard.
Any devaluation of the glellar,
If it did come, wouir')ot
change prices of Amerieanproduced goods at the local
store in the United States. It
would affect tourists abroad
because they would get less
foreign currency for their
dollars.
The gold price in London

reached its highest level since
the two-tier system for gold
dealing, introduced in March,
1968, left gold free to find its
own level based on the
fundamental law of economics
—supply and demand.
The stronger the demand and
therefore the less the supply,
the higher the price.
The official gold price is $35
an ounce, set by the United
States in depression era 1934.
Under the two-tier system,
gold was freed to find its own
level in private sales among
dealers, but central banks
continued to deal in gold at the
official price of 435 an ounce.
Financial analysts said the
money market action was in
part the result of a report
issued by the congressional
subcommittee on iternal exchange and payments which
said the dollar was "overvalued" in relation to other
currencies and should
be
devalued.
The new pressure on the
dollar gave fresh ammunition
to international bankers who
argue that the
American
currency should be devalued.

MALPRACTICE SUITS
BOSTON (UPI)—A Boston
By AL ROSSITER JR.
severe debilitating effects after
lawyer says there is no record
UPI Space Writer
18 days of weightlessness.
of any doctor being sued for
malpractice after providing SPACE CENTER, Houston The Apollo 15 crewmen,
"And I remember you . .
emergency care. He said the (UPI ) —Doctors asked Apollo hpwever, were not slowed by
'landing there straight as a
soldier! You didn't have a hat, Ed Chrisman, Murray popcorn council service center which is rumor that "Good Samaritan" 15's astronauts to return to the their re-adaptation process.
but you were giving the right processor, has been honored by the nerve center of the doctors are often sued must be clinic today for a second series After completing Monday's
of tests to see if their hearts regularly scheduled technical
salute. Remember little sister? the Boy Scouts of America for his organization, for the handling of exploded.
have
overcome the laziness debriefings, Scott and Irwin
Attorney
Neil
L.
Chayet
has
leadership of the successful mailings, calls, records, badges
"Not to be outdone, she was Murray and Calloway County and support material for boys written a book entitled, "The developed during their long donned white smocks and caps
Legal Implications of Emergen- exposure to weightless space. and joined scientists in the
saluting the same as you ... with Boy Scout fund campaign last and their leaders.
cy
Cate," in which he described
Dr. Charles A. Berry report- initial examination of some of
spring.
her right hand over her heart . . .
the laws dealing with emergen- ed that David R. Scott, Alfred the 171 pounds of rock and soil
remember?
"Two
female
employees
Chrisndlin was presented with a
cy health care provided by M. Worden and James B. Irwin they brought back from the
statuette of the "ideal Boy Scout" support the program behind the doctors, ambulance
services had not completely re-adapted mountain valley they explored
'What hapened, I'm still the last week at the regular meeting scenes, providing literature,
to the rigors of gravity Monday for three days.
mine Old Flag; oh, I have a few of the Murray Rotary Club in equipment and materials for the and other professionals.
more stars since you were a boy. recognition of this service. The training of volunteer leadership. "There has never been a snit and, as a result, their strength The two astronauts peered
A lot more blood has been shed presentation was made by "Other portions of the budget against a physician for stopping was not up to par.
intently at two pitted rocks
since those parades of long ago. Choctaw District Executive G. provide maintenance, repair, to give emergency care,"
mounted in a glass walled
"This
is
not
unusual,"
Berry
Chayet
said
in
an
interview
But now I don't feel as proud as I W. Hayden.
care and year-round operation of
cabinet
in the Lunar Receiving By DONAL P. O'HIGGINS t
said,
although he had expected
Monday. He said he has offered
mild spearheaded the most the Four Rivers Cesieeil Scout a
Laboratory and then answered BELFAST, Northern Ireland fell," said the Rev. Patrick
recovery.
Laster
reward
He
said
the
to
a
anyone
who
case
Ogees- "SW .1s.Am= lot_ assisz —
Reservation,
a
liability
insurance
successful Boy Scout fund
pilots' cardiovascular systems *Batons from geologists who (UPI)—Birldsti trOops battled ime because no one could gip
"When I come down the street campaign ever held in Calloway program on every boy and every tell him of such a suit.
examined
the
specimens.
barricaded
snipers in the
probably would return to
you just stand there with your County since the Scouting adult member of Scouting in the
streets of Roman Catholic to his assistance because at the
normal today or Wednesday.
hands in your pockets, and I may movement came to West Ken- Four Rivers Council, and a yearThe astronauts had not been sections of
Belfast today gunfire. When he was brought
The astronauts' general phy scheduled to meet
get a small glance and then you tucky," Hayden said in round program in three other STRANGE LOOT
with
scienbackground
against
of burn- in to a house I annointed him
a
slew
reported
condition was
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.
districts, helping boys in the area
tists until later this week, but ing buildings and gutted homes. but he was already dead.He
look away . . . then I see the presenting the statuette.
good, although they were more
children running around and
Contributions totaling $6,327 have the opportunity to become (UPI) —An unidentified thief fatigued than previous moon Scott said before the July 26 Security forces listed at least had been shot through the
apparently cut a chain-link
launch he felt obligated to 14 persons killed in violence
shouting . . . they don't seem to came from seven civic clubs, 127 Scouts.
explorers.
Egan said
the
know who I am.
Ckinary
business firms and 418 in- "Calloway C,ountians should be fence to enter the San The 12-clay, 7-hour Apollo 15 devote as _much time as which
broke out
Monday
Newspaper Printing
possible after his return to
Monastery
where
he
lives
came
dividuals, he noted, emphasizing proud of the wholehearted sup- Francisco
mission
following
was
Premier
the longest and
Brian Faulk"I saw one man take his hat off that Calloway County was the port they have put behind such a Co. warehouse over the week- most demanding moonflight helping geologists identify the ner's restoration of internment under heavy machinegun fire
then look around. He didn't see only one of the 11 counties worthwhile program as the Boy end, but then touched off the ever conducted and it was only rocks and where they were without trial for the first time for about two hours from
added, re- alarm and knew it.
found.
anybody else with theirs off, so he making up the Four Rivers Scouts," he
predominantly Protestant areas
In 10 years.
38 hours short of America's
quickly put his back on.
Council of the Scouts to meet its emphasizing Scouting's ob- When police arrived the spaceflight endurance record, Scientists expect the samples Security forces said the latest across the so-called peace line
burglar
alarm was the only
"fair share" of the Council's jectives of building boys into men
set by Gemini 7 in 1965. Soviet to help them turn the pages of confirmed fatality was a 17- separating the two communiof self-reliance and good thing that had been stolen
"is It a sin to be patriotic annual budget.
cosmonauts have reported more lunar history back to the year-old youth found shot dead ties.
The crack of rifles could be
arnore? Have you forgotten
Hayden also told the Rotarians character with an awareness of
beginning. Some may be the in Canmore Street near the heard
from many areas in
wfat I stand for and where I've that there are nine Boy Scout the responsibilities of good
Roman Cetholic Falls Road
oldest
rocks
man
has
ever
seen.
Belfast as snipers fired across
Aeen? . . Anzio, Guadalcanal, units in Calloway County, serving citizenship and duty to God and
area of BeWast.
Korea, and now Vietnam.
263 boys. The goal for the 1971-72 country.
It was the first time moon The dead
included
two burning street barricades at
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
year is to exceed 300.
women, a Roman Catholic army patrols. Trouble was also
explorers
actually
joined
scien"Take a look at the Memorial "Your Scouting dollars serve to Chrisman has been a Murray
tists in the lunar laboratory priest, a British soldier and a reported in Londonderry, ArBy United Pi-ess International
Honor Rolls some time . . . of support a field staff of three full- resident for nine years. In adwhile the sample analysis was trooper of the part-time Ulster magh, Dungannon, Newry and
those who never came back to time men, working with 800 dition to Rotary, he is a member
underway. Previous crews were Defense Regimentscores were Coalisland.
BELFAST,
Northern
Ireland—British
troops
battled
snipers
in
keep this republic FREE ... One volunteers to bring a year-round of the Murray Thoroughbred
The death toll was the worst
restricted by a quarantine injured but an army spokesman
Nation Under God . . . WHEN program to 3,000 boys," Hayden Club, the Murray Art Guild and barricaded Roman Catholic streets today in the worst fighting which was discontinued for said there was no official total. since the August, 1969, rioting '
has served as a director of the since the partition of Ireland in 1920. The outlawed Irish
YOU SALUTE ME, YOU ARE reported.
Witnesses said the Rev. Hugh that killed 10 persons and led to
Apollo 15.
ACTUALLY SALUTING THEM! "It also goes Ito 'Support a Murray Chamber of Commerce. Republican Army IRA appealed to Irishmen in the south for help
McMullen, 37, was shot Monday the sending of British troops to
in this "doomsday situation." Against a background of burned-out
Besides the re-adaptation night while returning
from Northern Ireland in an effort to
and still blazing buildings, security forces listed at least 14 per- problems, Berry
"Well,it won't be long until I'll be
reported Scott giving the last rites of the ceep the peace between the
sons as killed in the violence, which intensified Monday when had suffered
coming down your street again.
painful, but minor Roman Catholic Church to a Protestant majority and the
Prim Minister Brian Faulkner announced the re-introduction of hemorrhages under
four finger- victim of a gunbattle between Roman Catholic minority which
So, when you see me,
internment without trial—a blow at the IRA.
nails during his first moonwalk troops
at Henry Taggert Army contends the mostly Protestant
July 31. This bleeding was not Post and gunmen
"STAND STRAIGHT, place your
in the Northern Ireland government
SAIGON—South Vietnamese infantry and armor drove into a incapacitating and was caused
discriminates against Catholics,
right hand over your heart . . .
Catholic
Ballymurphy
Housing
triangle
northeast
of
Pleiku
City today against suspected by the tight gloves of the
and I'll salute you, by waving
Project.
particularly
in jobs, voting and
iom Emberton will bring his, travel schedule during August headquarters of a Communist rocket battalion that has been spacesuit.
back . and I'll know that . .
"There was a shot and he housing. The Protestants counSeptember,
and
he
early
would
lobbing
shells
into
the
Highlands
Central
capital.
In
the
north,
campaign for Governor of
YOU REMEMBER!"
ter with the contention the
Kentucky to Calloway County continue to make regular cam- American bombers dumped hundreds of tons of explosives on the
neighboring Irish republic to
paign appearances at scheduled A Shau Valley infiltration route and Communist storage areas
again
August
on
18.
Wednesday,
is
think
this
folks
may
Some
the south is intent on forcing a
apart
around
from
the
the
events
tour.
He
Marine
former
base
at
Khe
Sanh.
Governor
nominee
will
for
The
corny, but not us. We still get a
reunification of the six Northsaid he plans to spend three days
thrill when we see the flag be accompanied by Ken Harper,
ern Counties, which were
anywhere and especially in a candidate for Secretary of State, greeting voters at the Kentucky
severed from the rest of
LONDON—The American dollar was the target in money
Bob Miller, candidate for State State Fair.
parade.
Ireland in 1920. Northern
markets
The
dollar
again
today.
traded
at
low
levels
in
Europe
Auditor and Doug Moseley, While Emberton's tour moves
Ireland remains a British
and gold prices hits two-year high. In the Far East, gold hit a 15There are few things more in- candidate for Clerk of the Court across
Kentucky, Jim Host,
province.
year peak on the Hong Kong market. Money dealers said distrust
of Appeals.
candidate for Lt. Governor in the
(Continued on Page Eight)
An army spokesmen said
of
the
dollar
was
straining
the
global
money
system.
Another
Emberton's CARE-o-van will November General Election, and
more
than 300 persons had been
factor
report
was
the
weekend
from
Washington that discussed
arrive in Murray early Wed- three other members of the
arrested under the powers of
nesday morning as part of a 32 Emberton-Host ticket, will be on devaluation of the dollar A long run of depressing U.S. economic
internment without trial.
news also has played a role in the pessimistic attitude toward
day swing across Kentucky
In
invoking the
policy,
dollars.
(Continued on Page Eight)
designed to take the Emberton
Faulkner also banned
all
Campaign "to the people".
processions and parades for six
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and
Emberton emphasized that he
WASHINGTON (UPI 1—The government has urged 50(
months, including the planned
warm with scattered showers planned to see as many people as
television stations to ban the showing of a TV film that depicts a
march
by the
Protestant
and thundershowers today and possible on the tour and to listen
bomb hoax plot to extort money from an airline. Each time the
Apprentice Boys of Londondertonight, mainly in the afternoon to their views concerning Kenfilm,"The Doomsday Flight,"is shown there is an increase in the
ry Thursday.
and evening hours Wednesday tucky's problems and needed
number of bomb threats against airlines, Federal Aviation Ad.
"We are quite simply at war
mostly cloudy with scattered solutions.
ministration officials said.
with the terrorists," Faulkner
showers increasing and not so
He stressed his plan to discuss
said. "And in a state of war
warm. Highs today mainly in with Kentuckians the proposed
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)—Black Panther leader Huey P.
many sacrifices have to be
upper flOs and low 90s. Lows removal of the 5 per cent sales
Newton faces a third trial on charges of killing Oakland
made." Faulkner was referring
tonight mid-60s to low 70s. Highs tax on food.
policeman John Frey. Despite two mistrials in the manslaughter
to the outlawed Irish RepubliWednesday mostly in the 80s
"1 strongly believe that the
case against Newton, the state still will seek a conviction again.
can Army (IRA).
people of our state should not be
Faulltner's
announcement
ESTENDED OUTLOOK
made to pay a tax on a necessity
brought an angry response
Showers and thundershowers of life," Emberton said, "and I
WASHINGTON (UPI(—The Commerce Department has apfrom Prime Minister Jack
proved the export of $162 million in foundry equipment to the
likely Thursday. A chance of commit my leadership to seeing
Lynch of the Republic of
showers Friday and mainly in that the tax on groceries is
Soviet Union. That single sale will exceed in value all of last
Ireland. He said the Irish
east portion Saturday. Not much removed."
year's exports to Russia and it foreshadows an even heavier inR.eppblic had arranged to
is peace mission,
49,300 MILES SO FAR is the og o
temperature change. Highs in the
Emberton, discussing the
crease in trade with the Russians. The foundry equipment will be
provide housing for up to 2,000
Raguhbir Singh, 27, riding that bicycle around the
used in building the world's largest truck plant on a 36-square80s each day. Lows in the mid-60s CARE-o-van, added that even
refugees from across the
world„,He left New Delhi, India, Oct. 2, 1968, and this is
to low 7Ce
with the extensive 4200 mile
Tom mberton
mile site in the U.S.S.R
a .1.)povei in, Rene). Nev Ile experts to get home in 1974.
border.
•

At Least 14 Dead
In Belfast Riots

World News In Brief ...

Emberton To Visit
Murray Next Week

The Weather

S.

a-sivrie
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIMO= a TD118 FILE

Calloway County High School and the six elementary centers at
Alma,Faxon, Hazel, Lynn Grove, Kirksey, and New Concord will
open on August 28, according to Supt. Buron Jeffrey.
Craig Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wybert Morris of Murray
Route Three, is the recipient of a three year National Defense
fellowship for study and research at the University of Chicago in
the field of anthropology.
A fire of undetermined origin completely destroyed the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Yearry and their three small children on the
night of August 5.
Mrs. Beckham Diuguid was honored with a surprise dinner on
her 80th birthday on August 4.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGZZ•=LLB TIM

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For he that bath, to him shall tie given: and he that hath not,
from him shall be taken even that which be hath.-Mark 4:25.
Divine economics baffle us until we realize that gifts wasted
• deserve to be taken from us and good trustees deserve having
more entrusted to them.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
This country has long engaged in sssssh!
diplomacy, tiptio diplomacy and be-careful
diplomacy, and reacted positively to Ping-Pong
diplomacy. No wonder the larger part of 200 million
Americans fairly cries out for some fish-or-cut-bait
diplomacy.
"Nobody . . . can imagine all the
emptiness and quackery that
passes for diplomacy."
--Otto von Bismarck
The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 10,
the 222nd day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
A pipe bomb was found in a
woman's handbag in the Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercucrowded public gallery of the
San Jose Council Chamber ry, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
recently.
It was due to explode at 9 .inder the sign of Leo.
p.m. but its timing mechanism
President Herbert Hoover
was found to have stopped 50 was born Aug. 10, 1874.
minutes earlier
On this day in history:
In 1776 a committee of
********•*44**
• Benjamin Franklin, John
S ADULTS
* Adams and Thomas Jefferson
suggested the United States
adopt "E Pluribus Unum" as
the motto for the Great Seal.
In 1833 Chicago, with the
pulation at 200, was incorported as a village.
*
in * In 1943 President Franklin D.
• Roosevelt and Britsh Prime
.Minister Sir Winston Churchill
•
*
Starts Tomorrow
met in Quebec for the sixth
conference of World War II.
:Curse Of
In 1965 a Titan missile site
explosion at Searcy, Ark., killed
*•
Dr.
53 persons.

Faulty clock saves
400 from bombing

•• Last Nile 7:45 9:30:
George C. Scott
Last Run

Shadow *

Last Nite

7:30

name Game

0*
e*
.*

*A

A thought for today: Ameri* can novelist Dorothy Parker
said, "A mother is not a person
to lean on, but a person to
make leaning unnecessary."

MEN Kam
4TIT,

•
'A *

* Starts Tomorrow *
.*
* Doubt* Feature :
*
Both Rated x
*

:Make Me A Woman:
Also
•
• "HOT HOURS" *,

Mafia leaders are
suffering in exile
The number of Mafia leaders
sent into forced exile on the
island of Asinara, on Sardinia's
north coast, has grown steadily
since they were moved here
from the Lipari islands, after
protests from the inhabitants.
A spokesman for the Mafia
men said, We are suffering
very much because of the
separation from our families
This is harder to bear because
!here is no telephone here and
t cannot hear their voices

MONEY

Planning
abuses
cited
By CARL W.RITTER
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

About five hundred youngsters have been crowding the campus
of Murray State College this week in the annual camp of the
Purchase-Tradewater 4-H Camp.
Murray High School will open September 4 and Douglas High
School will open on September 3.
Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., Seaman USN, is serving aboard the
heavy cruiser USS Los Angeles in the Korean waters.
Naval Aviation Cadet John H. Downs graduated from the U.S
Naval Pre-flight School at Pensacola, ha.
Cpl William Albertis Wilson was honored with a dinner at the
home of his parents, Mr.and Mrs. Otis Wilson.
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Ex-prisoner sees Nixon
trip as Mao victory
official hanged in a public
Watt now operates a private
square on a charge of "needlessly entertaining foreigners." London business. "I'm not
Two nights earlier Watt had interested in working abroad
been a dinner guest of the Chi- anymore," he said.
WASHINGTON - A British nese. He has told of_seeing the
He said he lost 42 pounds
engineer who spent almost four British mission sacked and sec- while in prison. He described
years in Chinese Communist retaries dragged through Pe- his cell as a small bare room
prisons views President king streets.
with one window -"no glass so
Nixon's planned trip to Peking
the mow blew in during the
Washington at
Watt
came
to
as "a great victory for f Chairwinter:" a few boards for a bed
the invitation of the Committee -"no
man) Mao Tse-tung and more
blankets or pillow:" and
One Million, an organization
of
oppression for the Chinese
the constant sound of chains fighting to block the
that
is
people."
"Chinese prioners on the floor
entry of Communist China into
above wore
"I'm a bit sad," said George
the United Nations. He is whenever chains that clanked
they moved." His
Watt. "It seems to rule out scheduled to confer
with meM4kidiet• consisted of one
change. rwl- afraid - it means.
pail of rice
bets of the Senate Foreigp a day - "with
too, that Taiwan has been
rocks and dirt at
Relations Committee and the the
bottom of the pail."
thrown to the wolves."
House Foreign Affairs ComThe stocky, round-faced Watt
mittee. He also plans visits to
was released last October from
Peking's political prison after
serving a three-year sentence Chicago and New York.
"I'm not a politician," he
on spy charges. Four American
prisoners Were held in solitary said. "I can't judge all the asconfinement in the same cell pects, but I want to tell my
Frank
iriatra's a4ent is
story and I want to tell this
block, Watt said.
weary
from
answering
While official Washington is country about some very brave
inquiries about the singer's
expressing cautious optimism Americans who are being held
health. "Frank is in incredibly
about the President's proposed in Peking under absolutely
good health." said Jim
trip and possible better rela- abominable conditions - some
Mahoney, the singer's agent.
tions with Communist China, Apr 20 years."
Since Sinatra's retirement,
Watt says he saw Americans
Watt is telling a chilling story
of terror, brutality and double- Richard Fecteau, John Downey there have been reports that he
and Maj. Philip E. Smith dur- was seriously ill, that he has
dealing.
been killed, or that he is going
Arrested in 1967 after he had ing his imprisonment. He said
worked for 10 months on con- Navy Lt. Robert J. Flynn also to live in the Middle East. said
Mahoney.
struction of a synthetic fiber was held in the prison.
factory near Lanchow in northFecteau and Downey have
west China, Watt dashes cold
water on hopes for increased been held since 1952 when they
trade and American invest- were captured on a reported
ment on the China mainland. Central Intelligence Agency
-look at our experience," he mission. Smith was shot down
said. "Vickers-Zimmer built a near Hainan Island in 1965.
An elderly New York couple
57.5 million plant. As soon as it Flynn was shot down in 1967
lived in their car for eight
was finished and in operation, near Kwangsi province.
months, mainly on a diet of
.he Chinese claimed we had
There is wide speculation
clams dug from beaches be,iolated the contract and re- that Peking may
soon release
cause they had no permanent
:used to pay. They confiscated the four as a gesture
in connecaddress and couldn't qualify
he plant and levied a $900,000 tion with President
Nixon's
for welfare.
'inc on the company.
trip.
"Of course, the company
•'They are all very brave
lasn't paid the fine, but the men,"said Watt.
"Smith is still
'Chester Konarsky, 59. has
British government had to full of fight, defiant.
But it was been unemployed since last au-eimburse it for 90 per cent of heartrending to
hear Fecteau tumn and suffers from arthrits lost investment.
and Downey taken by the toilet tis. His wife, who is 55, cannot
"The same thing happened to once a day, their feet dragging walk unaided. Welfare officials
French and German com- step by step.
have promised to reexamine
.'They just stare into space." the case.
panies that built similar
plants."
Watt said he saw several factories left unfinished by the
Soviets when they withdrew
their China aid program about
1960.
-The Chinese did nothing
with them." he said. "Trees
are even growing out the windows."
Although he signed "confessions" after six months of interrogation. beatings and torture, Watt insists he never
spied.
-We had been instructed to
go along with the Chinese, at
least part way, if we got into
trouble." he said. ''They
jabbed knives through my
hands and I didn't even read
what I signed. But I think it
made the difference between
three years. and 10 years."
Why was he arrested?
"I think I saw too much," he
replied in an interview. "They
wanted me out of the way for a
THIS IS AN ATOMIC BOMB, dangling under the balloon
while."
cattier in the vicinity of Mururoa Atoll in the South
Watt has told of seeing Mao's
Seas. says the French government. The photo was made
Red Guards kill small children.
durine A-lywrib tests in .hine, with a new series Aug. 1i
He has told of seeing a Chinese
By RAY McHUGH
thief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service

Singer Frank Sinatra
is alive and healthy

Elderly couple live
in car for 8 months

An investment adviser Is one
thing.
A financial planner is some
thing else. Nobody seems to
know exactly what. Even federal regulatory agencies are
baffled.
In response to an inquiry, the
Securities St Exchange Commission commented:
"The terms 'financial planner,' estate planner,' business
manager' and similar designations are so broad as to afford
no precise idea with respect to
the activities of persons using
such titles."
Yet,firms and individuals offering the public "financial
planning services" are springing up like mushrooms, able to
function free of registration
outside the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
Real estate, oil and cattle are
three favorite tax-Shelter areas
into which financial planners
steer clients. To a lesser degree, they may get involved in
mutual funds, insurance and
securities.
The competence of most financial planners is open to
question. Three major real
estate syndicates organized by
such planners recently went
out of business in California
and others could follow.
Arthur J. Groesbeck III of
Los Angeles, who is in the financial planning business,
cited unfavorable rulings by
the Internal Revenue Service.
He - oddly enough - is trying to bring his firm, Groesbeck Financial Advisors, Inc.,

Photo by Harold W. ranr

ELECTED VICE-COMMANDER-Cleo Sykes, right, of Murray
has been elected vice-commander of Area A of the Kentucky
American Legion. He is a member of Murray Post 73. Also shown
are, from left, Carl Elovitz, Post 223, and Stanley Davies, Post
153.
Leo Franklin Green, 5562
Fteidland, Apt, 5, Paducah, Mrs.
Mary Sue Miller, Route 2,
Murray,Golan Collier Hays, 1605
ADULTS 97
Olive, Murray, Herbert Blon
NURSERY 9
Bailey, Jr., 902 Olive, Murray,
August 6, 1971
Mrs. Nancy Grace, Hazel, Mrs.
Patricia Ann Edmonds, Route 8,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Nancy June Fandrich and Benton, Mrs. Kathleen Kemper,
Baby Boy, 1115 Circarama, 600 Olive, Murray, William
Murray, Baby Girl Youngblood Edward Page, 1614 Magnolia,
(Mrs. Hilda Ann), Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Mona Katherine
Mayfield, Baby Boy Spann (Mrs. Swift and Baby Boy, Route 3,
Phyllis Lindsey), 106 North 10th, Benton, Henry Atlee Fortner, 222
Murray, Baby Girl Lovett (Mrs. South Ilth St., Murray, Nolan
Patricia Lee), Route 4, Murray, Atkins, Route 6 Box 180, Murray,
Baby Boy Smothers (Mrs. Mary William Henry Welch, Route 3,
Edith), Route 2, Benton,
Murray, Robert Calvin Owen,
DISMISSALS
1515 Cardinal, Murray, Barber
Boyd, 901 Doran Road, Murray,
Mrs. Rose Marie Rash, Box Mrs. Mary Ethel Downing, 911
275, Puryear, Tenn., Leon Maple, Benton, Miss Lester
Nathaniel Harp, Sr., Hamlin, Grisham, Box 308, Rogersville,
Master Christopher Lee Hobbs, Ala., Willie Earil Childress
Box 83, Murray, Eura Glyco (Expired),Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Wells, Route 2, Murray, Joe Pat Ruby Todd (Expired), Route 7
Carraway, Route 4, Box 305, Murray.
Murray,Calvin Robert Chandler,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Neva
McKinney, 1802 Monroe, Murray, ADULTS 108
Thomas Alfred Barnett, Route 6, NURSERY 12
Murray, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth August 8, 1971
Hosford, 1621 W. Olive, Murray,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs.Lena Sue Wicker, 208 North
NONE
8th, Murray,
Mrs. Lynette
Louise Johnson & Twin Girls,
DISMISSALS
1309 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Scherrie Gooch and Baby Girl,
Kathleen
Route 4, Murray, Glockus Stone, Mrs. Rebecca
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Marie Billington and baby girl, Route 1,
Hanel, Mrs. Willie Mae Kurnave,
Deasoti, 1726 Addison Ave.,
1630 Colltte Farm Road,
Grannitt, Ill., Galen C. Myers
Murray, Master-Michael Wayne
(Expired), Route 2, Murray.
Brown, Box 55, Dexter, Robert
Perry Hornsby, 813 Olive Street,
Murray, Mrs. Bertha Marie
ADULTS 811
Sonka, 317 Highwood Circle,
NURSERY 11
Paris,Tenn., Mrs. Da Ella Stone,
August 7, 1971
route I, Murray, Mrs. Mary John
Valentine, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Jane Edwards and Baby Gelna Hicks Riunfelt, 210 South
Girl, Route 8, Benton, Mrs. Betty 15th Street, Murray, Mrs. Nina
Sue Atkins and Baby Boy, 400 Pearl Lawrence, Route 7,
South 6th St., Murray, Baby Girl Mayfield,Ed Prentice Lawrence,
Howard (Mrs. Barbara Ann), Route 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Katherine Diuguid Kirk (Ex4061 3,4 South 16th, Murray.
pired),603 Main Street, Murray.
DISMISSALS

Hospital Report

under greater regulation, along
with others in the field. He is
leading a drive to amend the
Investment Advisers Act of
1940 to include everyone dealing in financial planning.
"It's a gray area," he said.
"There are a lot of abuses."
As an example of the confusion. Groesback.pointed out, a
person is legally an investment
adviser if he names a particular stock to buy but he is not
an 'vestment adviser, under
law, if he refers to a mutual
fund or a class of stocks, such
as suggesting the purchase of a
bank stock, a utility issue or a
steel equity.
The Kansas-born California
executive favors compulsory
registration for firms in his
field. He said this would provide investers with recourse
not available to them now,
hivesters could appeal to the
SEC and an incompetent firm
could lose the privilege of doing
business. All firms would be required to file annual financial
statements.
Groesbeck feels that upper
Phone 753-12111
middle-income families - I
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
those with annual incomes apWe Have It- We Will Get It -Or It Caul He Had
proaching $20,000 - are especially susceptible to poor financial advice,since they probably
are looking at financial planning for the first time.
The Tax Reform Act of 1966 is
so complicated that the
average person can't cope with
it, Groesbeck said. He pointed
out that corporate executives
SHOWTIMES 1:10, 7:10, 9:30 Plus 3:30
with salaries in excess of
$100,000 are among those turning these days to financial
planners.
Another big reason for the
swift growth of this business,
Groesbeck said, is family income moving to rather high
brackets at a pace faster than
population growth.
"Usually, if the IRS is going
to audit a company, it is done
within 26 months," he noted.
. * isney s are oo xecu lye :
"With an individual, it usually
. ;.;
is within 24 months."
*
He predicted the next two
years will be critical 'for firnis
engaged in financial planning.

WALLIS DRUG

•--Starts Tomorrow *

Sat:

THE ATR

California losing
its popularity
Nearly
,one-third
.of
California's
20
million
residents are disillusioned with
the Golden State and would like
to leave, according to a recent
poll.
Overcrowding and pollution
caused the main discontent.
Most people favored Oregon,
Colorado and Arizona as their
alternatives.
WORTH REPEATING
The fool has one great advantage over a'man of sense he is always satisfied with himself.
-Napoleon
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The New York (
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Fran Tarkenton
only waiting for a
ble" contract.
Wellington T. M
president, said Tai
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the team refused to
loan "well into six
However, from t
Atlanta, the 31-year
back, a 10-year N
said, "I have not
such. I just don't I+
without a contract.
and I have not b
come to terms, azx
leave it at that."
As long as the s
gone, no matter
reason, the Giants
the worst. And th
couldn't seem much
they did on Mo
unless the Giants
playing the Housto
real during the reE
instead of just for
exhibition.
Dick Shiner go
opportunity to tal
quarterback, prove
could handle the jot
Tarkenton and mal
wonder why he h
discovered sooner.
happen that way. A
is what happened to
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By United Press Is
AmericanLQ
East
W.
Baltimore
67
Boston
64
Detroit
61
New York
58
Washington
46
Cleveland
45
West
W.
Oakland
71
Kansas City
56
Chicago
55
California
54
Minnesota
51
Milwaukee
48
Monday's Re
Boston 12 Detroit 11
(Only game *het

Today's Probable
Baltimore (Cuell,
Minnesota (Perry 1:
Detroit (Coleman
Milwaukee (Parso
night.
Cleveland (Colber
Chicago (Bradley 8-9
Kansas City (Fit
and Hedlund 8-6) at
(Bosman 9-12 and T
3), twi-night.
California (Wrigh
New York (Saha
night.
Oakland (Hunter
Odom 6-8) at Boston
8 and Culp 13-9), 2,

Wednesday's G
Baltimore at Mimes
Detroit at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Chicage
Kan City at Wash, '
California at New Y
Oakland at Boston, n
t
NatIonal
Eavi. a
East
Pittsburgh
Ch
Chicago
St. Louis
New York
Philadelphia
Montreal

6
53
70
2 5
4
57 5
8
51
45 6

West
W. I.
San Francisco 68 5
62
80 5
Los Angeles
Atlanta
57 5
Houston
54 6
Cincinnati
42 7
San Diego
Monday's Re/
Los Angls 6 St. Lot
Today's Probable
Chicago (Pizarr
Pittsburgh (Kison
Atlanta (Stone 4
Louis (Cleveland 104
Houston (Forscl
Cincinnati (Simpson
Philadelphia (Ler!
Los Angeles (Sin
night.
New York (Gentry
Diego (Kirby 10-9), I
Montreal (Stonem
San Francisco (Mai
night.
Wednesday's C
Chicago at Pittsburg
Atlanta at St. Louli
Houston at Cincinnai
Phila at Los Angels
New York at San I
Montreal at San Fr
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Oilers Defeat Giants 35-6;
Acers Win
Namath To Be Back November Women's

971

In the early minutes of the starting tame tor the Green
By United Press International
The New York Giants insist second quarter, the Oilers were Bay Packers for four years,
ahead 21-0 and Shiner had been angrily walked out of training
Fran Tarkenton has retired.
Fran Tarkenton insists he is humiliated when the ball was camp. Green Bay coach Dan
The women's softball league
only waiting for an "accepta- wrestled out of his arms by Devine said Peay's move was
concluded it's season last week
linebacker George Webster, permanent.
ble" contract.
Wellington T. Mara, Giants who ambled seven yards for a Peay has been bothered by a with the semi-finals and finals of
their tournament at the City
president, said Tarkenton told touchdown,
hip ailment, and while taking
him he was retiring because Houston quarterback Charley part in drills Monday he Park.
Shirley Wolford's Acers met
the team refused to give him a Johnson provided the punch for reportedly was chided by an
Houston early in the game with assistant coach for not working Dexter in the semis and the
loan "well into six figures."
straight completions, hard enough. A second coach Acers, led by hard hitting Pat
However, from his home in seven
Atlanta, the 31-year-old quarter- including one for a 56-yard told the big tackle he was fined, Ward and Shirley Wolford, rolled
to an easy 25-5 victory to move
back, a 10-year NFL veteran, touchdown to Charlie Joiner.
and Peay threw his helmet to
said, "I have riot retired, as Joiner, who caught eight the ground, went to the into the finals.
such. I just don't want to play passes for 132 yards, also clubhouse, cleaned out his The Acers and Carrico met in
the finals at City Park and the
without a contract. The Giants wound up the scoring for locker and left.
Houston
with a 19-yard catch "I am extremely disappointed Acers jumped out front to an
and I have not been able to
come to terms, and I'd like to from rookie quarterback Lynn that Francis has chosen to early lead and fought off several
Dickey, who hit all six of his disassociate himself from the late rallies by Carrico to clinch
leave it at that."
the game and the tournament
As long as the scrambler is passes for 58 yards. Joiner's squad," Devine said. "I want to
gone, no matter what the yardage was more than that make it perfectly clear that in title by a score of 10-5.
reason, the Giants can look for managed by the whole Giant no way have I lost any respect
the worst. And things really team, which had 110 yards total for him as a person and I am MEMPHIS SIGNS JONES
couldn't seem much worse than offense.
sure he did what he felt he had
they did on Monday night "It was just a psychological to do. His departure leaves us
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)—
unless the Giants had been letdown, a mental blow," in a real bind at offensive
Charles Cavagnaro, general
Giants
Webster
coach
Alex
said
playing the Houston Oilers for
tackle."
manager of the Memphis Pros
real during the regular season after the game. "He (Tarken- n•MAXAVaftsismainstsimmiwsi*i
:i: of the American Basketball
instead of just for fun in an ton) was our quarterback for 14
Association, announced
the
games last year and now
exhibition.
signing Monday of 6-3 and 205Ralph Dibble, and Joe Resig. Second row: Ray Lane, Jerry
271 MURRAY COLT LEAGUE CHAMPIONS—The Bask of
Dick Shiner got his big ....he's gone ... I told him not to
pound forward Wilbert Jones
Murray Pirates finished the 1971 Colt League Season with an 11Howard, David Copeland, Darryl Gibson, Charles Scott, and
opportunity to take over as do anything foolish. I was very
for
termed
what
a
he
"healthy
quarterback, prove that he much surprised."
$ record to take the league championship. Players are, from
Coach Leo F. Green, Jr. Ken Adams was absent when the picraise."
could handle the job as well as If misery enjoys company, at
ture was taken.
left to right, first row: Ronnie Dunn, Dean Willis, Denny Lane,
Tarkenton and make everyone least the Giants can gain
wonder why he hadn't been consolation in the quarterback
discovered sooner. It didn't problems of other teams.
ATLANTA (UPI)—Star pro
happen that way. A 354 defeat The New York Jets lost Joe
football quarterback Fran Tarkis what happened to the Giants. Nemeth in an exhibition game
against Detroit on Saturday enton said Monday he still
"="C•=1"::3•C:1•=•0•=elOCSIZe=siDC
night, but Dr. James Nicholas, wants to play for the New York
who performed an operation on Giants this year, but he wants
1,571 yards the past two seaNamath's injured knee on it in writing.
By DAVID MOFFIT
himself—and he sounds like he sons.
Monday, said the colorful "I just don't care to play
UPI Sports Writer
figures to do something about "I thought we established our
quarterback will be back in without a contract," Tarkenton
ATLANTA (UPI)—It is easy it.
inside running attack and our
said
in
explaining
why
he left
By United Press International November.
to understand the growing un"We have to start trying to passing game pretty well last
By PAUL CORCORAN
AmericanLQEAGUE
In another exhibition game on the Giants in Houston Monday
rest among the once-fanatical
year," said Bryant, noting that
Copley News Service
East
ar
-e certain to be in the Hall of followers of the Crimson Tide keep from losing," growled Alabama averaged
Monday night, the Philadelphia and flew to his home here.
400 yards
will
Bryant
be
who
attempting
Giant
President
Wellington
T.
W. L. Pet. GB Eagles defeated Oakland 25-24
Fame after their playing days of Alabama.
to become the only active col- per game."We need to continue
A San Francisco Bay World are completed. Unfortunately
Baltimore
67 42 .615
after raiders quarterback Da- Mara said in Houston that
a
decade, the Crimson
For
that offensive pattern while
Boston
64 49 .566 5 ryle Lamonica injured his leg Tarkenton had told him he was Series between the Giants and for the opposition, Brooks and Tide was virtually unbeatable. lege coach with 200 victories
we're improving our defense."
the
Crimson
when
the
Tide
Oakland
plays
A's
looms
as
one
of
retiring
because
the
active.
Giants
very
still
are
Frank
Detroit
61 52 .540 8 In pre-game practice.
There were perfect seasons, naEight of Alabama's returning
the
most
intriguing
California
Los
Southern
Anin
possibilities
would
not
give
him.a
loan "well
New York
58 57 .504 12
Linebacker
Bill
Hobbs
tional championships and glori- geles Sept. 11.
starters are on the defensive
of the second half of the major
In the National East, PittsWashington
46 65 .41432 blocked two punts to set up a Into six figures."
triumphs. In the 10- "We have to shore up our unit and the addition of 215burgh has exceptional hitting ous bowl
But Tarkenton said "I have league baseball season.
Cleveland
45 69 .395 24/
1
2 touchdown and a safety and
Oakland, with speed, power and adequate, if not great, year span from 1959 through defense and our kicking game," pound sophomore linebacker
not
retired,
and
as
such"
West
rookie Happy Seller kicked
and pitching, seems out of sight pitching. Manny Sanguillan is 1968, Alabama lost a total of Bryant continued. "We have it Chuck Strickland of ChattaW. L. Pet. GB three field goals for the declined to comment on Wel- for every division
nine
regular
season lot of defensive people back but nooga and 230-pound defensive
rival, includ- an exceptional catcher and only
Oakland
71 42 .628 ... Philadelphia victory. Ken Sta- lington's statement.
ing Minnesota.
helps his pitchers considerably. games.
we have a lot of improving to end John Mitchell, a junior colwant
don't
to
"I
play
just
Kansas City
56 54 .509 13/
1
2 bler, who went all the way as
But the last couple of years do.
There has never been a
We had all sorts of records lege grand from Mobile, could
There is not much more any- have been dark ones for AlaChicago
55 59 .482 16/
1
2 Lamonica's replacement, con- without a contract, he said.".
"Bay" series. The last time the
make a real difference.
set against us last year."
The Giants and I have Giants won the pennant
one
can
say
C,alifornia
about
such
54 62 .460 18/
Pirates
1
2 nected for three touchdowns
bama and Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant's point is well taken.
in 1962,
been
able
to
come
to
terms,
as
Roberto
Clemente,
Minnesota
one
of
the
51 61 .455 19/
1
2 with his passes.
the A's were still languishing in
Bryant. Tide faithful 'find it Time was any time Alabama
Bryant is high on four other
hottest hitters in baseball, and hard
Milwaukee
48 64 .429 =/
1
2 Other
prominent quarter- therefore I left and came home. Kansas City.
to accept that their team scored a couple of touchdowns defensive performers — end
Monday's Results
backs out of action before the I just didn't accept their latest
Candlestick Park is undergo- Willie Stargell, a strong candi- was 6-4 in '69 and 6-5 last year
Robin Parkhouse, linebacker
Boston 12 Detroit 11
aaaaon even begins include Joe offer, and I'd like to leave it at ing remodeling, largely be- date for the NL home-run and—oh, the same of it all— the game was in the bag. Last Jeff
Ruozie, back Steve
year,
scored
the
2.1
Tide
points
that."
crown.
declined
Ms
to
discuss
(Only game Ithettlied)
cause it will be used for pro
Kapp, who left the •feele
sorndess in its last tour bawl apagainst Southern Cal, 23 against bothain and tackle 'Terry powfootball, so it may not look
England Patriots in a contract details of the offer.
pearances.
Still, if Juan Marichal gets in
Ole Miss and 28 against Auburn eli — and he expects definite
3I-year-old
former glamorous for a World Series..
Today's Probable Pitchers
dispute, and Bart Strr, who was The
But none are more disturbed —but lost to all three.
groove and Gaylord Perry
improvement over the defensive
But there are no obstructions the
Baltimore (Cuellar 13-5) at lost to the Green Bay Packers University of Georgia star
maps out of the sumrner dol- about this than Bear Bryant
Alabama has 28 lettermen, In units of the past two years
walked out just hours before s3 far as play is concerned, and drums, the Giants may have
Minnesota (Perry 12-13), night. with knee surgery.
13 returning starters; which gave up an average of 22
Detroit (Coleman 12-6) at Another defection occurred on the Giants were to play their new stands in right field cut enough pitching to make a San
down
on
had
the
an
unbeaten freshman points per game.
notorious
Candleagainst
game
first
pre-season
Milwaukee (Parsons 9 - 13), Monday when Francis Peay,
Francisco Bay series a reality.
stick wind.
However, Alabama fans
team; and has picked a few
Houston.
night.
Oakland's
multipurpose
plums from the junior college should be forewarned: the
Tarkenton signed with the
Cleveland (Colbert 3-2) at
STIFF GOLF COMPETISH
Crimson Tide can be better this
ranks.
Giants in 1967 after refusing to stadium is only five years old
Chicago (Bradley 8-9), night.
and seats nearly 50,000 for
fall and still not improve its
But
Bryant
is
Norm
still
Van
for
further
uncertain
play
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 3-1
WILMINGTON, Del. (UPI)—
what this will add up to. record of the past two seasons.
Brocklin, then coach of the baseball. The biggest problem A record total of 2,390players
and Hedlund 8-8) at Washington
the
field
could
present
is
poor
"We've
got to find out how The Tide plays Southern Cal,
Minnesota Vikings and now
will
compete
(Bosznan 9-12 and Thomspon 0for the 142
drainage, if there were an
many
of
hard-nosed
the
Falcons.
coach
Atlanta
players we Florida and Louisiana State on
3), twi-night.
available places in the 71st
October rain.
have who still think winning the road and the home schedule
He is a veteran of 10 years in
California (Wright 10-11) at
There are many things that United States Amateur Golf
includes Tennessee, Houston
means a lot."
the National Football League.
New York (Bahnsen 10-8),
Championship here on Aug. 16
can happen between now and
and Auburn.
Now
that
Tarkenton,
known
quarterback
as
a
Scott
TRUTH
CONSEQUENOR
DAYTONA
night.
or Aug. 17.
BEACH, Fla.
October, however, and even if
(UPI)—If Richard Petty wins Hunter is gone, Alabama will Have an anchor adequately
Oakland (Hunter 14-10 and CES, N.M. (UPI)—Golfer Lee "scrambler," completed 825 the Giants and A's do win their
passes
attempts
in
1,512
for
was
Trevino
reported
in good
the Yankee 400 Stock Car Race be placing more emphasis on matched to the size of your boat
Odom 6-8) at Boston (Peters 11divisions, they have to overat Michigan International Its running game this fall and and sufficient line, six times the
8 and Culp 13-9), 2, day-night. condition today following an 11,453 yards and 92 touchdowns come the other division cham- SLIMS IN NEWPORT
emergency operation for acute In his four seasons with New
Speedway on Sunday, he will that should mean a banner year depth of the water is suggested,
pions.
York.
appendicitis.
NEWPORT,
Wednesday's Games
push his season winnings over for senior tailback Johnny Mus- to assure good holding in high
R.I.
(
UPI
)—The
chore.
tough
be a
ed_ who rushed for 1,137 yards winds. Never anchor from the
Trevino, vacationing after The Giants are left with only That may
$20,000
Baltimore at Minnesota, night
the
Virginia
$200,000 mark.
Slims
court
Baltimore, for example, is
two
last
quarterbacks
on
year.
the
roster
the
capturing
Canadian,
U.S.
stern of your boat. Waves
Detroit at Milwaukee, night
basically the same team that championships will be played in Petty, the Randleman, N.C.,
and British Opens, complained —veteran Dick Shiner and beat Cincinnati in the 1970 Newport August 23-29 an- driver who practically owns the "With the exception of Johnny breaking over the stern in rough
Cleveland at Chicago, night
Kan City at Wash, 2, twi-night of pains in his side while rookie Ed Baker, up this year World Series and boasts two nounced James Van Allen, NASCAR record book already, Musso, we have no experience water will swamp the boat
driving to Elephant Butte from the Taxi Squad.
California at New York
unrelated Robinson boys who tournament director Monday. would thus add another record in our offensive backfield," said causing it to sink. Boaters are
Bryant. "We have ability there reminded that anchoring in a
reservoir for camping and
to his string.
Oakland at Boston, night
fishing. Mrs. Trevino drove her
channel or making fast to a C st
He topped the $1 million —but it is unproven."
National League
husband to the hospital at
or private aid-tofigure in career earnings two Terry Davis, a junior from Guard
East
Truth Or Consequences, where
weeks ago, and now has a Bogalusa, La., who was used navigation is a Federal offense.
W. L Pet. GB emergency surgery was perrecord $191,855 in winnings this sparingly behind Hunter last
Pittsburgh
70 45 .609
formed.
year, according to statistics fall, and red-shirted sophomore
62 51 .549 7
Chicago
Dr. Don Stoops, who perreleased by NASCAR Monday. Billy Sexton of Tallahassee,
63 52 .548 7 formed the appendectomy with
St. Louis
The winning purse in Sun- Fla., are the leading candidates
New York
57 55 .509 111
/
2 Dr. Leonard Becker of Albu- By United Press Internationel
run and give the Boston Red Detroit at Milwaukee, Cleve- day's $73,595 Yankee 400 is for the quarterback poet. Paul
Philadelphia
51 63 .447 18/
1
2 querqae, said Trevino was They don't call manager Walt
Sox a 12-11 triumph over the land at Chicago, Kansas City at $15,020, which would put Petty Spivey, a sophomore from Mont45 69 .395 241
/
2 "doing fine" in recovery after Alston of the Los Angeles
Montreal
Detroit Tigers in Monday's only Washington (2) California at well over the $200,000 goal he gomery, could be the other runWest
New York and Oakland at says means more to him than ning back.
the operation was finished at Dodgers "The Strong Man" other major league game
W. L. Pct. -GB 1:55 a.m. He said there were without reason—as Richie Allen
Alabama lost the interior porthree Boston (2).
had
Parker, who
the $1 million mark.
San Francisco 68 50 .576 ... no complications.
learned Monday night for the doubles and a single, singled In the National League, it's Petty pushed his Plymouth to tion of its offensive line "and,"
/
2 Trevino had been fishing at umpteenth time.
62 53 .539 41
LOS Angeles
home the tie-breaking run in Chicago at Pittsburgh, Atlanta victory in a 500-lap race at said Bryant, "here is where the
Atlanta
60 58 .508 8 Elephant Butte, 10 miles from
Richie, who is a $90,000-a- the third inning as Al Downing at St. Louis, Houston at Ona, W. Va., Sunday
new men must come through."
to boost
57 57 .500 9 Truth Or Consequences, but year slugger who sometimes
Houston
went 7 2-3 innings for his 14th Cincinnati, Philadelphi at Los his Winston Cup lead to 199 But the Tide has 274-pound juCincinnati
54 63 46213½.
had driven 70 miles to Socorro, doesn't get to the ball park on victory against seven losses. Angeles, New York at San points over runnerup James nior John Hannah, an impres1
2 N M., to visit with teen-aged time or at all, arrived late in
42 75 .359 25/
San Diego
Downing ran into trouble in the Diego and Montreal at San Hylton, of Ihman, S.C. Petty sive blocker, an offensive tacMonday's Results
golfers at the New Mexico St. Louis Monday night when eighth inning when the ('ardin- Francisco.
now has 3,010 points to 2,811 for kle and split end David Bailey,
Reach
Los Angls 6 St. Louis 5, night Junior PGA Tournament.
the Dodgers played the Cardin- als scored two
a senior from Bailey, Miss., is
narrow
Hylton.
runs to
for
expected
to
He demonstrated his golf als. Allen is the kind of a guy their deficit to one run but Jim LEE IS MONEY LEADER
set
Southeastern
Cecil Gordon of Arden, N.C.,
Today's Probable Pitchers
swing for the youngsters, and who figures he'll play whenever Brewer allowed only one hit in
hold third place in the point Conference career records for
NEW
YORK (UPI)—Lee
Chicago (Pizarro 3-1) at told them "the one thing that he shows up but Alston is the
race with 2,562, while Bobby receptions and reception yardthe last 1 1-3 innings to earn his
Trevino, professional golf's top
Pittsburgh (lCison 3-2), night.
age.
has improved my play so much kind of a manager who thinks 14th save.
nioney-maker, maintains a slim Allison of Hueytown, Ala., is
Atlanta (Stone 4-4) at St. during the last few years is my he can play anybody he pleases.
Bailey caught Ill passes for
single endfourth
with
2,443.
pinch
Petrocelli's
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
Louis (Cleveland 10-9), night.
Especially when he has a ed a game marked by 33 hits, lead over Jack Nicklaus and
bunker shots." • 4
Arnold
tour.
at
on
6-5)
Palmer
the
(Forsch
Houston
Trevino advised the young $75,000-a-year replacement who including seven homers, five
41=Iru 4=110, 41•11). 411111i. 4111.o AND.o ANSI.o tans osinsoIMMO4=W oliNia.o4/10otoms o
Trevino's total is $197,219,
Cincinnati (Simpson 3-4), night. golfers to make a map of the also happens to be the best
little
in
doubles
triple
and
a
Philadelphia (Lersch 4-9) at golf course before playing it, fielding
first
baseman
in Fenway Park, Boston, and gave Nicklaus a close second with
$194,813 while Palmer remains
Los Angeles (Singer 6-13), keep their left arms straight baseball.
Sparky Lyle his fourth win of in
third place with $189,674.
Notice is hereby given that the partnership between C. E. Cain, Jr. and
night.
So, Alston scratched Allen the
when swinging and "know how
year while tagging Ron
New York (Gentry 9-9) at San far you can hit each club in from the lineup and put in Wes
Verble Taylor, doing-business under the firm name of Cain and Taylor
Perranoski with his fifth defeat
Diego (Kirby 10-9), night.
Parker, who proceeded to rap against
your bag."
Gulf Service Station, at 600 West Main Street, Murray, Calloway County,
one win. Bill Freehan TRIP CANCELED
Montreal (Stoneman 12-9) at He was driving back from out four hits and help lead the
Willie Horton
homers,
hit
three
Kentucky, has on the 16th day of June, 1971, been dissolved by mutual
San Francisco (Marichal 10-8), Socorro when the pain in his Dodgers to a 6-5 victory over
hit two and Aurelio Rodrigues GLADSTONE, N.J. (UPI)—
agreement,and C. E. Cain, Jr. succeeds the firm of Cain and Taylor Gulf
night.
side began to bother him.
Bob Gibson and the Cardinals. had one for the Tigers while
The United States Equestrian
_Service Station in said business, and all of the accounts due said firm I
me citizens of his adopted Willie Davis also had four hits Bob Montgomery connected Squad has been forced to cancel
Wednesday's Games
hometown, El Paso, gave him a for the Dodgers, who are now twice for the Red Sox.
have been this day transferred to said C. E. Cain, Jr., who desires to •
Its second trip in a month due
Chicago at Pittsburgh, night
1
2 games behind the San Monday was essentially a
big sendoff to start hi' vacation 4/
to an epidemic of Venezuelan
announce to his friends that he will continue to do business at the same
Atlanta at St. Louis, night
last Tuesday with parades, Francisco Giants in the Nation- travel day in the majors but Equine Encephalomyelitis.
The
location.
Houston at Cincinnati, night
banquets, and festivals. The al League West race.
•
the schedule resumes full blast three-day horse-jumping squad
Phila at 1.43.4 Angeles, night
city declared it "Lee Trevino Rico Petrocelli singled with Tuesday night.
withdrew
from
the Pan-AmeriNew York at San Diego, night Day" and
C. E. Cain, Jr.
businesses and two out in the ninth to drive in In the American League, can
Games in Cali, Colombia,
0
Montreal at San Francisco
offices closed for the occasion. John Kennedy with the winning Baltimore is at Minnesota, for the _same
reason.

Softball

Have Not
Retired' Says
Fran Tarkenton

Last Couple Of Years Were
Series Dark Ones For Bryant Tide

A'S AND GIANTS

Bay World
seen ossible
•

Standings

Petty Sets
Sights On
Yankee 400

Trevino Has
Emergency

Appendectomy

Alston Replaces Allen With
Parker, LA Beats St. Louis
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WOMEN ASK

Syphilis
needs fast
treatment

A family in one town,
a fiancee in another!

By ELEANOR&
RODGERSON,M.D.
Copley News Service

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY . I am in the middle of a nightmare and
don't know where to turn. First let me explain that I have
always been a decent, church-going man and have never in
my life cheated on my wife. (Before this.] She's a fine
woman and we have a wonderful family.
I was laid off from my regular job, so I went to another
state and found a job there. I was very lonely and got mixed
up with a young girl. I foolishly didn't tell her I was married.
We became more and more involved, and I even gave her an
"engagement" ring. (I must have been crazy.)
Now the girl says she's pregnant, and we have to get
married right away. I certainly can't marry her, and she
refuses to get rid of the baby because she considers abortion
"murder"
If the girl's father finds out I am malTied he will kill me.
If I run out on the girl and am caught they will put me in
jail I am making good money at this job which I desperately
need to support my family. So, Dear Abby, how do I get out
of this mess?
—ALL FOULED UP
DEAR ALL: First, make absolutely sure that the girl IS
pregaant. If site Is. I doubt If you'll be lucky enough to get
lato a site safe jail. You must tell your art friend abate your
wife. Ikea you mast tell your wife ahead your gtri Mead.
Them tell a lawyer the Fisk story. And pray.
DEAR ABBY: Do you think we should let Laurie, our
10-year-old daughter, spend the night with some of her little
girl friends who have older brothers?
One of Laurie's friends has a 15-year-old brother, and
another has two brothers, 11 and 14. They are neighbors, but
we really don't know the parents very well.
This argument COMES up about every weekend, and
Laurie end up crying because we don't let her go.
Please help us decide.
—ON THE FENCE
DEAR ON: Deal let Laurie stay overnight anywhere
aides, you blow the parents, and are assured that there will
be adequate supervision for a 1e-year-81d. Most tees-aged
boys regard their little sisters as "pests." and have so laterest in them or their friends, but one can't generalise. If I
sound like a "Dirty Old Lady" it's oily because I'd rather
be safe than awry.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a girl who would
come to another girl's wedding dressed like a bride herself?
Well, that's what happened to me, and needless to say, it
spoiled my wedding day.
When somebody asked her why she wore her own
waddles sows in my wedding she said, "That's all 1 had to
wear." She even wore the flowered crown she got married in,
but thank heavens she left off the veil. Nevertheless, she
looked just like a bride, and I was very unhappy when I saw
her.
What should my attitude be toward her in the future? I
used to consider her a friend
—BALTIMORE BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: It is hard to believe that she ovoidal
have found something else to wear to your wedding. Anytime
who is so hungry for attention that she would try to upstage
the bride is a very insecure girt. Ptty her.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HAD IT IN ARIZONA": There IS
something worse than a reformed drsak. A drunk who hasn't
reformed yet.
What's your problem? You'll feel better it you get it MI
your cited. Write to itlIBY. Bo: MN, Los Angeles, Cal.
NM. Fr a personal reply crime stamped, addressed
mindere.
Fr Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
seed Si IS
011701. Los Angeles, Cal. Mak

By United Press International

Fresh citrus is one of nature's best sources for Vitamin
For best flavor, use fluid C. necessary to the health of
milk and cream within three to cells. It also supplies Vitamins
five days and cultured products A and El and some minerals.
within two to three dam * *•
* *•

Don't pinch the produce.
Rough handling of fruits while
you are selecting them causes
spoilage and waste. The loss to
the retailer usually is passed on
to the consumes. When you
must handle fruit to judge
quality, do so carefully and
gently.
• *•

Store berries and cherries
whole and uncovered in the
refrigerator until ready to lbw.
Washing the stemming before
refrigeration resulta in loss of
food value and increased spoilage. Use within one or tWo
day s.

Chopping hoards are great
helps in food preparation. But
they need thorough cleaning to
prevent any chance of bacteria
spread. Scrub well after cutting
fish, meat or poultry and AL
ways wash the board_ before
using it for something 4se.
Integration ex .
t
NEW YO K ((lPI) -- An
perimental early childhood
.rducation class established to
re-move the barriers of integration will be held at Illinois State
l'niversity. Enrollment will
place 10 pupils from middle
class backgrounds with five
pupils from disadvantaged families in an effort to eliminate
pupil isolation at the beginning
of their formal education.

***

Most leafy greens should h.
torn. rather than cut with a
knife or shears. Contact with
metal tends to induce discoloring or "rust ". t hen using only
part of a head of lettuce. for
instance. break all the JIM )))))t

Is it?
NEW YORK (1:P1) "'rhe
1:niversity Presidency
'Mission Impossible?- is the title of
an article in "Educational lie.
cord" by. the _1 . niversio, of
k rio, s retiring pre-olent.
Norman

Aiiiiurn.

WITH HIS LATEST "Fair Lady,- Elizabeth Harris, actor
Rex Harrison leaves London for a holiday &this villa at
Portofino, near Milan, Italy.

Ceremony At Mt. Zion Church
Unites Miss Hubbard, Mr. Cox
Miss Judy Elaine Hubbard
Mrs. Cox, the groom's motand Donald Ray Cox pledged
their marriage vows at the Mt. her, wore a light green knit
Zion Church of Christ of dress with white trim and white
Buchanan Saturday, July 10, at accressories and a white orchid.
6:30 p.m.
Reception
Miss NaomiShankle presented
Mr.
and
Mrs. Hubbard enwedding
music using the
the
selections "I Love You Truly", tertained at a reception in the
Buchanan ScHool following the
"Because" and "The Bridal ceremony.
Chorus." The bride's parents
The serving table was covered
are Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hubbard with red nylon tulle over white
of Buchanan and the groom is satin with satin bows at the
the son of Floyd Cox of Route 2 corners. A centerpiece was
and Mrs. Gladys Cox of Route 5, formed of white mums and glade
Paris.
and candles in silver candlebra.
Dalton Vaughn, minister of
Assisi:Jig in serving were Mrs.
Murray, Ky., officiated at tl?e Carolyn Spurgeon and Mrs. Ma
service before an altar arranged Caldwell, aunts of the bride, and
with a brass arch and Trinity Miss Paula Derrick and Mrs.
candelabra entwined with Ann Patterson.
woodwardia fern and white
The new bride wore for going
mums. White satin bow: away a white knit dress with
marked family pews.
circular skirt trimmed with
The bride, given in marriage multi-colored braid, white
by her father, was lovely in her accessories and the orchid from
wedding gown of hand pearled, her bouquet.
Out of town guests included
re-embroderied lace and dacran
organza. The sheer detachable Mr. and Mrs. Homer Finnell,
train was bordered with lace Mr. andlMrs. Kenneth Finnell,
and her shoulder veil was held to Linda Finnell and Mrs. Janice
a pearlized tiara. Her bouquet of Vaughn, all of Murray and Mr.
white carnations and lily of the and Mrs. Maylon Williams of
valley was centered by a white Dexter, Ky.
Mr. Cox and his bride are at
orchid.
Mrs. Shirley Rogers attended home at Buchanan.
the bride as matron of honor and
thetridesmaidswere Mrs.Cheryl
Lassiter and Miss Reba Holt,
both of Buchanan. They were
gowned in red dotted swiss
designed in empire style with
white ribbon sashes. Their
headpieces were red flowers
and ribbons and each carried a
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
long stemmed red rose.
sending
time to start
college is now,
t
William Jackson served the Junior through
grooms as best man. Gary
saysofone aellicational fi;
rctillems
Hubbard, brother of the bride, reVI
and
Leon
Rogers
were nancing expert who sees a congroomsmen and the ushers were tinuing rise in college coda.
"It appears that college
Doug Jackson and David
costs in general will rise five to
Lassiter.
The bride's mother chose for 10 per cent next year, dependthe wedding a blue crepe, A-line ing on whether .the institution
dress and white accessories. is private or state-supported,
Her corsage was a white orchid. prestipous or Inner known,"
says Robot J. Keir, president
of The Tuition Plan, Inc., of
New York. "These increases
follow the patterns of steadily
mounting fees which we've witnessed in recent years."
To ease the financial burden, parents can turn to a
number of financing sources.
G o v ernment-sponsored loans
are available, acme directly to
students and others to parents.
Private, commercial firms and
banks offer educational loans.
Costs depend on source and
aphic area.
standby is the monthly
payment plan, a method aled by families for large
ready used
such as autos and
es. The college monthly
pyment plan, pioneered hy
The Tuition Plan, pays tuition,
room and board and other fees
directly to the college.
Loan amounts can vary from
year to year. Agreements with
colleges run up to four years.
Parents repay the loans over
periods of up to six years. A
plaV also is available for farm
Trig with more than one 411.
dent in college at a time.
life insurance is available,
providing for the plan's continuance should the parent die.
Since it was founded in,
1938, The Tuition Plan, a
cHuacH CLOTHES—A fa- C.I.T. Financial Corp. subsidther helps his daughter iary, has aided more than
wrap a scarf around her 500,000 families. "For parents
,horts-clad derriere so she putting children in college for
the first time, the riming spiral
can be admitted to the Vatican in Rome. The bars are of expenses can he surprising,"
up against physical display. says Keir. "For that reason. I

Plan now
on college
for Junior

planning

rog

C

Q, How dangerous is syphilis'
A. Syphilis is an infectious
venereal disease caused by a
spirochete, a thread-like, corkscrew. motile organism. The
disease can be acquired by
genital and oral contact and it
can be inherited. In a woman,
the first lesion is a small painless ulcer that usually goes unnoticed, especially if it is located on the cervix, high in the
vagina. About five weeks later
the blood test becomes positive
and two to five weeks after that
there may be a rash which can
resemble other pathological
conditions. There [may be socalled mucus patches on the
vulva and in the mouth.
All of these manifestations
can be overlooked or can subside without treatment and a
final stage may not appear for
many years. This end stage
may be circulatory and involve
the blood vessels and heart, or
neurological and involve the
brain, nerves, joints, etc.
Mothers can pass spirochetes
through the placenta (afterbirth to their babies and infect
them. A syphilitic changes.
Blood tests and early treatment are essential for cure.
Any woman having intercourse

with casual and varied partners should have a blood test
periodically to rule out syphilis.
Premarital examinations and
prenatal care always begin
with blood tests for syphilis.
Penicillin is still effective in
curing syphilis in a short time,
usually. Treatment of the
patient and all contacts should
not be neglected.
We have come a long way
from the syphilitic plagues that
swept Europe in the 13th to 15th
centuries, but there is a long
way still to go before the disease is eliminated.
Inspection, in Guys Hospital,
o
ridon, of lifelike models that
w lesions and ravages of the
disease in historic cases makes
one realize that a dangerous
organism has gotten out of control again. Regular testing and
persistent treatment are the
best means of handling syphilis
so far.

t

Q. What must I do to get a
therapeutic abortion?
A. First, be sure you are
pregnant. Then tell your doctor
or clinic that you wish a thera-

TUESDAY—AUGUST 10, 1971
peutic abortion. For instance,
in California, if carrying your
pregnancy will be detrimental
to your future physical or mental health, an interruption can
be arranged in a reputable hospital. Because an abortion is a
surgical procedure, there is
risk and the operation should
be performed by a skilled doctor under the best conditions.
The doctor will ask for one or
two consultations.
Afterwards, take care to
avoid an unwanted pregnancy.
Use contraception. Therapeutic abortions have their complications and cannot be taken
lightly — neither physically or
emotionally.

Sympathetic
ear on tap
ATI.ANTA (UPI) - At
Emory University, they call it
Talking Point. The whole idea
is for the undergraduate student who's lonely and discouraged to have a place to come in
and talk things over with a
sympathetic listener who might
have had similar problems.
Charles Gershon, a medical
student, said the graduate students, many of them first year
medical students, do not intend to substitute Talking
Point for psychological services
when they are needed. Instead,
he emphasized ,the staff has a
list of services available for
referral in case of serious problems.
The problems they've helped students with thus far have
been "basically loneliness and
trouble adjusting to campus
life," said Gershon. "If we help
just a few people we think it s
worth while."
In the last quarter, the center, manned by two gad students, operated from 7 p.m. to
midnight in one of the campus
dormitories.
The service is patterned
after a more formal program
staffed by interns and residents
at the University of Pennsylvania. The Emory students
hope by fall to have a permanent location for the center.
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Mrs. J. B. Burkson . • •

Tuesday, August 10
The members and friends tif
the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will make a
bus trip to Nashville, Tenn. For
reservations by August 4 call
Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Birdie
Parker, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, or
Mrs. Gussie Adams.

Mrs. James Gantt
Is Honored With
Personal Shower

Mrs. James Gantt, nee Kay
Thompson, was recently honored
with a personal shower at the
University Christian Student
Center. Hostesses for the occasion were Misses Carolyn
Hendon, Pat White, Glenda
Circle One of the WSCS of White, Sandy Forsythe, Ann Foy
Murray Methodist Church will Mellssia Sledd, and Bettie Usrey
meet Tuesday at 2:00 p.m. with The honoree chow to wear for
Mrs. Rush Weston on Murray the prenuptial event a gold
Route Six.
pantsuit and was presented a
corsage of white carnations.
The meeting of the Baptist
Gaines were played and the
Young Women of the Sinking recipients of the prizes presented
Spring Baptist Church has been their gifts to the honoree.
postponed until August 17.
Refreshments of sandwiches,
cookies and cokes were served
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 from a table centered with a
Order of the Eastern Star will bride doll.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Approximately twenty-five
persons were present or sent
p.m.
gifts.
Group II of the First Baptist
Church WMS will meet-at the
home of Mrs. S. L. Horn at ten
a.m.
The Quota Club will meet at
the Southside Restaurant at 12
noon.

Special Event Is
Held By Group

The Girls in Action of the First
Baptist Church had a Christmas
Wednesday, August 11
in August party in the home of the
Evening circles of the WSCS of director, Mrs. Joe Johnston.
the First United Methodist Christmas
in August is an opChurch will meet at 7:30 p.m. as portunity for Girls in
Action and
follows: Ruth Wilson with Mrs. their leaders to participate
in
Gillard Ross, 1608 Locust Street; missions by giving
items which
Wesleyan with Miss Marjorie an be used
by home
Crass, 1003 Main Street; Hannah missionaries in their
work.
with Mrs. Bill Wells, 1103 South This
year the gifts will be sent
16th Street.
to Anonio Rodriguez, a language
missionary in Illinois. He will be
The ladies day luncheon will be able to use our gifts in the
served at noon at the Calloway Spanish Baptist Church where he
County Country Club. Hostesses works.
are Mesdames John Pasco, Those present were: Lisa
James Payne, L. K. Pinkley, English, Dana English, Cindy
Cook Sanders, Sam Spiceland, Walker, Mary Lynn Morris,
Average earnings of federal Roy Starks, Bob Crawford, Sal Patricia Hamilton, Kay Adams,
civilian employees in 1969 were Matarazzo, Bill Doss, Bill Wyatt, Meryl Johnston, Gail Lyons and
15.1 per cent above those of and Fred Wells.
Mrs. Velma Wisehart.
teachers for the same year, says
the National Education AssocThe Baptist Women of Elm
iation.
Grove Baptist Church will meet
'at the home of Mrs. George
*
Caney, Thursday, August 12 at
1:30 pin.
Among the graduates at
There were 2.5 million proMurray State University in the
fessional persons employed in
Thursday, August 12
public and private elementary
Summer session was Mrs. Mary
and secondary day schools in
Graves,daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
The Cumberland Presbyterian Fred Laster of
the fall of 1969. Ninety per
Hickman. Mrs.
Women
of the North Pleasant Laster is the former
cent were teachers.
Jewell
Grove Church will meet at seven Evans from
***
Murray.
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Paul Mrs.
Graves, after raising her
Total annual expenditures Cunningham.
'amity went back to college and
of regular educational institgot her degree. She has signed a
utions are expected to be
The Dexter Homemakers Club :ontract
with Crouthersville
$97.4 billion by school year will meet on Thursday August 12
ichool System in Crouthersville,
1979-80.
at 9:30 a.m, at the Community Mo.
Center.
Mrs. Graves is the niece of
Milburn Evans, Route 8, Murray,
Kentucky.

Mrs. Mary Graves
Is MSt1 *Graduate
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Coverups serve
many styles

Saturday, August 14

The average annual salary
paid public school teachers in
The Bethel
Cemetery 1970-71 was $9,265.
Association will hold its annual
meeting at ten a.m.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
Sunday, August 15

By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service

Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
Crouch will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
They're called beach cover- reception at the Murray
ups, but they cover a wider Woman's Club House from
2:30 to
fashion world than the beach five p.m. All
friends
and
alone. A variety of styles gives relatives
are invited to attend.
them a varied life.
Long, chemise gowns are
side slashed anywhere from
knee to waistline. When they
leave the beach and cover
shorts instead of swimsuits,
they are ready for patio parties
or lounging at home.
Also set to double for patio
and informal party wear are
skirt coverups that may or may
not match swimsuits. They
have been designed in country
girl, slender column and
sarong styles. Away from the

1

Will your ,typewriter need
repairs
before
typing
satisfactorily?

Fresh C
Steaks, C
Seal
Also
Southsi

MRS. KEI

If so bridg it to:

Pool Office Equipment
& Supplies
115 South 4th Street
Murray,Ky.—Phone 753-1763

You're Invited to the

beach, they are #rtiPti" with
cropped midriff tops or
blouses.
Tunic and pants costumes in
die beach wear group usually
are in soft, brightly printed jersey. They are versatile enough
to appear on the streets as well
as in the patio. Shifts of polyester or 'cotton blends are as
appropriate for supermarket
shopping as the beach.
Tunic and shirt coverups are
naturals to serve as toppers for
pants and shorts, when they are
in voile or heavier materials.
See-through and terry coverups stay with their swimsuit
companions. Among them are
repeatedly advise parents that, shirts, ponchos, short and long
regardless of age of their child- jumpsuits and short and long
ren, the time to start planning shifts and chemises
for college is now."
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hi the beautify! Seabreers section of Daytona
Beach Florida's year-round resort
• King size heated swimming pool, oceanside
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous

• BAierac
cohn-ditioned. heated Telephones
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game room
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DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
Write today far free brochure and rates,
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.

BEACH MOTEL

NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept.
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY

Anyone Can

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your—Bible
Enter.. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given.clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
takes, together with a Sae showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
somber.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE(3)verses on this page to participate in the award of
X Bibles that will easiven away each week. You may eater
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program,until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement 0( 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

"And the children of the
captivity kept the Passover.,,"
Found between Luke 1 and 3

Winners: You may receive
your Bibles by appearing
in person at the business whose

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.
The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.
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of the
Johnston.
is an opAction and
ciPate In
which
Y home
oat.
be sent
language
He will be
is in the
where he
11:111

re: Lisa
, Cindy
Morris,
y Adams,
Lyons and

ENTER NOW!

Entries must specify the na
%---Ztn of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

kt4,

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071
"If he offer a Iamb for his of.
tering, then Shall he offer it
before the LOrd."
Found between Leviticus 1 and
4

•

uates at
ity in the
S. Mary
.and Mrs.
n. Mrs.
Jewell
her
liege and
signed a
thersville
thersville,
niece of
,Murray,
I salary
ehers in

Hignway 94
753-3734 or 7534613

LORENE WILSON
Rt. 1 Box 444
Murray, Ky.

"Also that nay they offered
and
secrtf Ices
great
reluices. "
Found between Nehemiah 11
and 13

753-1743

the

Anoronca;s n
CAIN &

TREAS

Kt Coldwater Rd.
753-44411

Fri
TEL

641 Super Shell
South 12th Street
Phone„?53-9131

LISA GAY WILSON
1512 Oxford Dr.
Murray, Ky.

DEAbTNA CANTER
Rt. 1 Box 175
Murray, Ky.

"But many that are first shalt
be last; and the last shalt be
first 'f
Found between Matthew IS and
71

"The Lord our God a covenant
with vs in Horeb."
Found between DeutorOnomy 3
and 6

"And the MOO Proud VW:"
stumble and fall, and none
shall raise him up. "
Found between Jeremiah 49
and SO

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
753-2900
19 years service'repellence

Keiser Jeep

DONA WALRUP
at. 3
Murray, Ky.

STOKES TRACTOR
& implement Co.

MURRAY BRANCH
Federal Savings & Loan

PATRICIA McCULSTON
at. 5
Murray, Ky.

"And the greatness of the
kingdom under the whole
heaven, shall be given to the
people of the most high. "
Found between Daniel 6 and 9

304 E

"'And all lhe people came early
in the, morning to him in the
!emote, :or in I1ear him
Found between Coke 21 and 23

You may receive your
Award at Main Office

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

CHARLES HARRISON
Rt. 1
Kirksey, Ky.

MRS. LANZO LOVETT
Rt. 1 Ahno, Ky.

0
KW YORK YOU SU Od

AMP t••0MMMMM

CORVETTE LANES

"He that overcometh shall
inherit all things; and I will be
his God, and he shall be my
son."
Found between Revelation 19
and 72.

umen
Master Tire Service

toe

•

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
S. 12th Street
"Fine Food For
Fine Folks."

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day Tau Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way"

MRS. MARTIN WELLS
816 Sha-Wa Circle
Murray, Ky.

"Man Is like to vanity: his claire
are as a shadouM that passeth
away."
Found between Psalms 143 and
145.

"Folly is set in great dignity,
and the rich sit in low place."
Found between Ecclesiastes 9
and 11

[Rivieita
&twits

713 S. 4th S1.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6,00

"There is no speech nor
language, where their vo,ce .5
not heard."
Found between Psalms IS and

I:11600(1m h

MRS.CHESTER CHAMBERS
Rt. 2 Box 336
Murray, Ky.

SUSAN FtEAVES
Rt. 1 Box 314
Murray, Ky.

Drive-In
4th /A Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

MRS. COFtA SCOT1'
Rt. 1
Murray, Ky.

"be ye doers of the word, and
not hearers only, deceiving
your own selves."
Found between James 1 and 2.

RANDY WILSON
Rt. 7
Murray, Ky.

"...Know yr not your Own
selves. How that Jesus Christ
is in you."
Found between Corinthians 11
and 13

TV SERVICE
CENTER

%Wand Dialgo
PHONE 753-1462
109 SO

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-S65
Only Curtis Mathis Offers
Eight year pro-rated picture
tube warranty

MURRAY

4tri SI
Ay,

Roy English R. Ph,
Forbes R. Ph.

Home Appliances—TV, Tape
player & Acc., car stereo

Phone-5e2-753-3260
CARRIE 0, BRYAN
Rt. 5
Benton, Ky.

TERRY DALE WORKMAN
603 Ellis Drive
Murray, Ky.

"I thank thee, and praise thee,
lhou God of my fathers, who
hasi given me wisdom and
might."
Found between Daniel t anct 2

. In Quietness and confidence
shall be your strength..."
Found between Isaiah 24 and 32

MRS. JANE GARLAND
Rt. 2
Kirithey, Ky.

HOOKS
Rt. 1 Box 560
Murray, Ky.

LINNIE

"Christ bath redeemed us from
the curse of the law..."
Found between Philippians 1
and 2

" And they marvelled SI' MI
answer, and held their peace."
Found betWeen Luke 20 and 71

C--.

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

lDealer

la Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mgr.
11:00-11:00 Daily
12:30-11:00 Sunday

1(41 ItOOI

Byron

U.S. 641 North

RICKY STARKS
600 Broad Street
Murray, Ky.

$OO Chestnut St
Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1100

•••111

Funeral Home

Hot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture

IColdwateri.„noi

"He that is of God heareth
God's words.."
Found between John 7 and 11

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

IM1

"...Declare hori weeks with.
rejoicing."
Found between Psalms 103 and

IIMIN AM NM

Singer Sewing Machines

ry

"But he that is greatest among
you shall be your servant."
Found between Matthew 21 and
24.

WANDA HENDON
1519 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

(
"...Strew mercy ,lend cOrnINISsions every glen to his
brother..."
Found between Zechariah 5
ands'

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-131e

MRS. JAMES COOPER
Rt. 7 Box 135
Mayfield, Ky.

Main St

HAZEL SHAW
Canton, K.Y.

BANK OF MURRAY MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

here ca new unto torn a
women having an alabaster
box of very precious ointment,
and poured it on his head .."
Found betWeen Matthew 73 and
27

CAROL ANN BEAMAN
1506 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

Incorporated

INSURED
su2P0,7.1

•M

MRS. KENNETH FENNEL
Rt. 1
Dexter. Ky.

Fri—Sat—Sun
T-110ne Steak

•

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

•••

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1662
"Styling With

CARROLL VW

511 KOK 12th St.
Phone 753-7451

Daman Monne
Sales & Service

!I!

to:

"And hereby we do know that
we know him, if we keep his
commandments."
F
hetween 1 John I and 3.

HAUSOCRAFTEED

Southside Shopping Center

need
typing

"But my God shall supply all as
your need according to his
riches in glory by Christ
Jesus."
Found between ColossianS 2
and
•

LYONS
Metal—Woodcraft, Metal IL
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

yes
ate

BEAUTY SHOP

ANNA ROSE
605 Vine St.
Murray, Ky.

"So we fasted and besought our
God for this; and he was in
treated of us."
Found between Ezra 7 and 9

"...And the Lord answered me,
and said write the vision, and
make it plain upon tables..."
Found between Habakkuk I
and 3

milmw.

KUT 'N KURL

Thurs--Club Steak

wenty-five
t or sent

Is

WWISAM.11MANIMMORAW AP OA OA 1Wl

Highway 641&
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues--Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken

advertisement carries your name

" Lord, what will thwt have
me to dd.."'
Found between Acts 7 and 10

2 mi. on 641 N
Phone 753-4546
Open 11:00-5:30
6 Days a Week

TRESSA BREWER
1622 Kirkwood Dr.
Murray, Ky.

1407 Main — 753-4662
Open 7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"
Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office

UMROYAL TIRES
Home of
TIGER PAW
and

UNINOVIN.

TNE RAIN TIRE

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
Chestnut St. — 753-2571
Your Zenith
Dealer
for 16 years

1105 Pog0e

OBEFtA STAGNER
220 S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

JUANTTA FENNELL
Rt. 1
Murray, Ky.

CARROLL. TIRE
SERVICE

elms 753-1419
MRS. EUKLEY ROBERTS
115 E. 19th St.
Benton, Ky.

U TUCKER
Rt. 1
Kirksey, Ky.

of Daytoss
, Keanside
ost famous
es
iciencies

at 3 golf

"The Lord H thy keeper, the
Lord is thy shade upon thy
right hand."
Found between Psalms 171 and
123

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop

log, superb

IC OCEAN
I rates:

520 S. 4th St
753-7494

IA

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES

-He that ioveth pleesur• snot!
be• poor men.; he that I
wine and oil Shall not be r°
‘
1r
Found between Proverbs 20
and 23
•

HUGHES
PAINT,
STORE

"And he that seeth me seeth
him that sent me"
Found between John It and 14

DEBRA BILLINGTON
1305 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.

On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. 5 miles
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-6

JANA HARRISON
Rt. 1
Kititsey, Ky.

401 Maple St.
Phone 753 3642

"He that walkeM uprightly
wifilketh surely. .'•
Found t•etween Proverbs and
12
An.

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE
Evinrude—Glastron —
TideCraft
PolarKraft—Starcraft—Boat
Campers

-Complete Fabric
'
Selection"

MOTEL
Dept.

"Yet it any man suffer as a
Christian, let him be not ash.
mai ."
Between 1 Peter 3 and 3

Complete Service Shop
Murray
710 South 4th

Lassiter-McKinney
604 S. 12th 5.
Phone (502) 753.7114

Colony

DATSUN

CINDY HURT
1706 Calloway Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Sport cars

DEANA CUNNINGHAM
Rt, 2 Box 281
Murray, Ky.

"Make you • new heart and a
new spirit.,"
Found between Ezekiel 15 and
20

"Be not wise in thine own eyes:
fear the Lord, and depart from
twit
Found between Proverbs 1 and
4

MMMMMM
Home nf Colony Paints

Datsun, Inc.

sedans-wa9ons-eick-ups
BONNIE 1REAVES
Rt. 1 Box 314
Murray, Ky.

will wait for the God of my
salvation my GOO will hear
me"
Found between Micah S and 7

PAINTS

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.
Concord Road
753.5712

KAREN WALKER
Rt. 1 Box 43
Murray, Ky.

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency
901 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724

DEID1RA BRASHER
Rt. 1
Kirksey, 1(y.

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy. 121 South

KEITH EDWAFtDS
Rt. 2 Box 163
Murray, Ky.

( It.KAY, KENTUCKY
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Chou may get wish
to see Grand Canyon
interviews With snow are
these.
spiced
Side of
ww' "Theits
the River: Red China Today,"
published in 1963, Chou said of
the Taiwan situation:
•Suppose someone occupied
the Hawaiian Islands and
dispatched a fleet to the waters
between the mainland of the
United States and the Hawaiian
Islands. Or supposing someone
occupied Long Island and sent
a fleet to the strait north of
Long Island. How would the
people of the United States feel
in such a situation?"
(Thou added. "You can thus
imagine how the Chinese feel.
Did not the people of the United
States rise up against the
Japanese alter Pearl Harbor
1255
ned
irnchotin
"
was attacked'?
in
also
at Warsaw and has repeated in
subsequent interviews with
Snow and others what the crux
of Peking's position is with
regard to Taiwan:

the use of force and. has
demonstrated U. S. intentions
to pull out troops from Vietnam.
If Nixon hands Chou an
engraved invitation to visit the
United States, it is likely that
the Chinese will respond with
other gestures of friendliness.
The most likely, according to
informed China specialists,
would be release of some or all
the several American political
prisoners still held by China.

By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
"The master of the blues" is
gone.
He's but resting in peace for
now.
He blew and sang pleasure to
millions.
His contemporaries wondered how.

WASHINGTON — President
Richard M. Nixon has allowed
himself up to nine months to
pack his suitcase for his
precedent-shattering visit to
Peking.
That leisurely timetable will
permit him to choose carefully
what he wants to include in his
political
diplomatic and
luggage for the trip.
The fact that an American
president is scheduled to visit
and Frank Communist China in itself will
li:aeldeme Rabbisa graciously accepts her "gag prize" from Shriners Bruce Wilson
provide immense impact on
Masa.
world affairs. It will also
oroinrot Jel11111/
Ilir.1 ellerte
A .00 News; *Mr.; Snorts Newer HI/Ibillim
Mod Shoed
SW :30
:30 ail; Casty
provide ammunition for an
e
speculativ
endless number of
7
grA74,91,f.
and analytical articles by both
veteran and occasional China
Marcus WeMy,
CBS News imolai
COS lMw SMdSi Mercus Welbv, M.D.
watchers.
visit
the
that
The statement
will take place "sometime
before May of 1972" will also
allow time for considerable
diplomatic maneuvering by
both sides.
-1. All disputes between
The status of Taiwan, (Thiria and the United States,
,isk vmr...ive swim
*moans
us) McCM'S
AM.
control,
arms
.111 Morniew
nuclear
6 ...
the dispute between
including
Nashville AM.
Tie..
o
kn.
,.....:
7 :0
American troop withdrawal the two countries in the Taiwan
Ooze
AM.
Nashville
r laillev
laos
• v aeoarilla
and the end of the Vietnam
111 et 'us.,. Scene To:• Cadlain
region, should be settled
Kallearee
redly
a
Soviet
the
war, the role of
ns,
mewl
negotiatio
peaceful
s Place
through
9 opw IOmali
asi.erly ,Willailllies
INIkll Clown:
r.Meld
menl
Union and Japan in Asia — all
resorting to the use or
without
010V.,, Doke
r
g
t
.
,
fAt
......1
io :e., tt0 c.o.,
That Girl
are matters of prime import to threat of force; and
both China and the United
•'2. The United States must
States.
One item that the President agree to withdraw its armed
cswarsn
Sirloin, Cony.; News ri.1 Mrreso•
is quite likely to carry will be a forces from Taiwan and the
• Debi
As World 'Turns
Game
Mine
Newlywed
toreenlerse
reciprocal invitation for Taiwan Strait. As to the
Mans
Uwe
Our
:0 Oliv* Si
1
Game
Dan,,,
Loehr
Goldin,
30 Doctors
O
Chinese Premier Chou En-lai to specific steps on when and how
—
..-,oei isewstiai
vo Si Ammer www
One Liss To I iv*
visit the United States to withdraw, they are matters
a. -le arwed Promise Cull Nille
•
If
..
•
discussion.
t
sometime before President for subsequen
"
.rrv..
L.
( P
"
- Cilia/114' til.
i Brides Tier
:sp IrreWrerne
....enirtl BOOM*
Nixon's current term expires the United States government
Come arida' Movie.
Here
TOO
A
Street"
Nalied
sOfifWe
"The
Daniel
Weal
tee-sel flahirday aid Sea:311 Wild Will
ceases to pursue the policy of
Jan. 30. 1972.
Shrine Clowas--Edsel Beale and Jack Thomann "helped" the gagers
Action News Movie
e IS Weer:
China and
against
-year-old
73
urbane
aggression
the
Chou,
News
▪ :35 NBC Nightly TS•vrCile Evening
day.
statesman who in the 1920s was of resorting to threats of force,
conlogical
the
of
only
r
this is the
political commissa
I bream of Jewell*
A :0 News; Whir.; Smarts Mims Weir.: Warts EclOWs
Feiner
0 :30 Si.n From Shiloh Men el Law
Chinese First Army- Crops elusion-- which can be drawn."
222
at
Room
Shiloh
Men
From
Mon
IS
Chou has later commented
commanded by Gen. Chiang
:311 Men From Shiloh Worilee. le:ad Of AlisooSMith Family
Kai-shek. told the American that'once the threat of U. S.
• :0/0
51.0
vs.
:30 Mimeo
is withdrawn (U.S. 7th
writer Edgar Snow in a 1960 force
the
patrol
longer
ships no
interview of his strong desire to Fleet
Taiwan Strait), and that
visit the United States
t in principle' is
-One of my great hopes," agreemen
the concrete steps can
'Chou told Snow, •'is that before reached,
worked out later.
I die I will be able to visit be
Nixon has in effect ruled out
and
Park
National
Yosemite
the Grand Canyon in the United
States. 1 have heard much
about their beauty."
Chou's desire to visit the
truted-States is just one of
several revealing passages in
the unique series of interviews.
dating back to the days of the
Long March, which Chairman
Mao Tse-tung and Premier
(Thou have granted to Snow.
The latest in this series was
published earlier this year. The
contents are regarded as a
virtual script of Chinese intentions and specialists here
are scurrying to dust off old
with Don Robinson. lett and ElseMose
Ceiebrity'€w Malkin,sang writer from Nashville stands
copies for scrutiny.
music
groups
country
Metall*
several
with
works
and
director
Robiasaa.Cam Is a sows wetter and
Chou, who was once a dancer
We have just received two tractor trailer loads of tires
Eddy Arnold.
and female impersonator in
Nankai. University drama
his
knows
productions,
geography.
He is fond of making
geographical analogies and the

But a man of peace, freedom.
dignity, love and sincerity,
Destiny soon memorized his
name.
A man whose horn had great
soul;
A man who aged, but never
got old;
A man with a mission to
please us all;
A man of rigid faith, who
often slipped,
God helped him not to ever
fall.
He performed before the
rich.
And kings and queens all
knew his fame.
But his heart was with the
poor,
Because he blew down
barriers of hate, racism and
Jim crowism.
That, "truly" was his name.
Let us not mourn a man,
whose life was but, loan.
He had a job to perform, and
he did.
And our Master has invited
hun'to His throne.
- To his wife and family,
And millions of friends,
Sorrow is for the living,
Not the good men that have
been called in.
Called into a place, where
they can rest,
Called by a Man that knows
best.
Masterful king —
Armstrong,
Rest, rest, rest:

Louis

As I rode on a plane, I felt
that in my small way, I might
offer my grade school poetic
ability to eulogize a great,
great man.
We'll all miss the masterful
Louis. At the same time, we
can only miss something we've
had.
His life is one that demonstrates to all people that life is
tough,but you can ,make it.
God bless Lotus.

ean Tire Sale

* SALE WILL CONTINUE THROUGH AUGUST 14 *

NOTE TO CONSUMER:
Compare Federal Tax . . . Federal Excise Tax is based on
weight and amount of rubber
used in the tire.

Dean Power Premium

4 Full Ply Nylon
This tire is rated Premium by Barnett Garfield Publication
PRICES (with old tire)
$16.64 + $1.95
White Walls
$16.93 + $2.01
White Walls-7,35x14 & 15
$18.95 + $2.14
White Walls
7.75x14 & 15
$19.95 $2.32
8.25x14 & 15
--White Walls
$21.1 5 + $2.50
White Walls
8.55x14 & 15
$23.86 + $2.89
8.85-9.00x15
White,Walls

Tables turned—Frank Gibson, who had been heading out gag prizes had one presented to him by
Brace Wilson who apparently is enioyiag it mare than Gibson. Tournament Manager Don Rabies's is
at the left.

(Excise Tax 4 to 6 Cents Higher on 15" Tires)
Equal Salmon 4‘ply ployester & fiberglas belted tires

Booty Russell looks like he's getting reads to chase Shrine
his drixer

clown Jack Thomason off of the tee with
Staff photos by Gene McCutcheoa

DYING THOUGHTS STOLEN
— Holding her 20-r,
old daughter Jennifi.!
Lyn iielton tell., no,..
an unidentific
sneaked into hoi h.,'
Denver, Colo , and
her dyink.thought. S
ing from an incotabh
ease called osteo s.
the young, crippled rr
had been ptIttin
thilughts on a 'taiio
ing, which u,, toh•ri
kinicioo le,00ith

Above Hos Includes ...
* State Sales Tax * Installation

* Balancing
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CLASSIFIED AD
HELP WANTED

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

AUCTION SALE

AN

TUESDAY-AUGUST 10, 1971

KENTUCKY

ORK WONDER
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE: Saturday,
August 14th, 10:00 a.m. at the late
coming
Buel McKenzie home, 4 miles
BE READY!!!
West of Murray, Kentucky. Turn
TRIANGLE INN
south off of Highway 121 at Stella
Hazel Highway
2 miles, or north off Highway 94
at Hutchins Garage 2 miles. This
Send complete information including
is one of the largest country sales
WE ARE ready now to deliver or
qualifications, experience and references
of the year. Some items are:
take your order for six vein
Cherry dining room suite,
to Box 32-B, Murray, Kentucky
stoker or four by seven lump
chrome dining suite, hide-a-bed, RESIDENCE:
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
nice living room suite, 2-poster
Must live in rural area, own land in rural area or be em
Coal Service,408 South 4th
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER bedroom
suites, extra nice stove
ployed in rural area.
Street.
Sept.11C
and refrigerator, circulating
Applicant & Income Must:
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
wood heater, RCA television, two
(1) Be a citizen 18 years of age or older.
SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only
coffee and
tables,
top
drum
nice
(2) Not own an adequate home.
easy way to lose weight and in- WANTED: WOMAN for salad FURNITURE REFINISHING end tables,cedar wardrobe, glass
(3) Have good credit and character rating.
ches fast. Make an appointment ,dept. Must be neat, efficient and All work guaranteed. Free pick door china cabinet, spool leg
for Free figure analysis. Phone able to furnish good references. up and delivery. Free estimate table. Some real collector items.
(4) Have income to pay living expenses and
Experienced preferred but will Antique or natural finish. J
scheduled loan payments and other in753-2962.
A25NC
Solid walnut side board from way
train if willing to learn. Full time McCoy,753-3045.
Aug
debtedness.
century, Oak
back
18th
in
the
work. Afternoon shift, No phone
(5) Have income of less than $8,000.00 per
trunks, picture
fancy
dresser,
calls. Apply Colonial House
KINGFISH
year. Larger income may qualify if family is
frames, extra fancy sewing
4" Plastic Wells
Smorgasbord.
ADC
exceptionally
is corning
large.
rocker.
AYLOR WELL
If family owns an inadequate home a loan may be made to
BE READY!!!
the
of
part
small
just
a
is
This
DRILLING
'HOMEWORKERS
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.
WANTED:
TRIANGLE INN
furniture, there will be lots of
Phone
part-time,
Puryear, Term
full-time
work
at
home
Hazel Highway
good glass and china. Such as old
HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
mailing our circulars. For details
247-5556
preserve stands, nice pieces of
Not exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living
ill
rush self-addressed, stamped
Complete Well
glass,
Goofus
depression
glass,
WANTED: 18 Business Partners envelope and 35c
space unless more than five in family.
to US EnService
china.
pressed glass, some fine
to employ and assist in training terprises, P.O.,
(2) One bath only for family of less than five
.Boa.. 813-A7,
Lots of Cooking utensils, Aladdin
students of Murray High who are Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
members.
skillets.
iron
jugs,
jars,
lamps,
enrolled in the Distributive
(3) Not more than three bedrooms If family is
•
list.
items
Too
many
to
Education program. Must be INSTANT MONEY; pay yourself SEPTIC TANK cleaning, hoc
not more than five in number.
We are combining a large
reliable and willing to assist in every hour. 3 hours a day will hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7
(4) No den, TV., or rumpus room but may
antiques
furniture,
of
collection
5933.
Sept.
the education of young people give you $9.50, more hours, more
include extra space for shop if needed for
and collector items with this sale
who want to serve your business money. Call Mrs. Doran at 753earning living.
PROFESSIONAL, EX to make it better for you. Bring a
needs and learn your business 8970 between 2:00 p.m. and 5:00
(5) No elaborate, luxurious, expensive,
PERIENCED painter, will work folding chair and stay all day.
operation. Call Murray High p.m. Monday, Tuesday and contract
doors, windows, built-in cabinets, bars,
jobs, on hourly basis, For information call Otto Chester
School, 753-5202. Mr. Newcomb Wednesday.
paneling, etc.
AlOC has own equipment. Call 489Auction Service, 435-4042, or
would be glad to meet with you
16)
House may not cost more than $16,030.00
=87.
Sept.7C Eldridge Pickard, 753-8864 or
and explain the program. A11C _WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER
Idoes not include cost of lot and water
McKenzie,
753-4724.
Floyd
Not
and cook to live in with elderly
system).
(7) House must be conventional design.
Al2C WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots responsible in case of accouple. Phone 753-8085.
Al2P
inside city limits. Reasonable cident.
8) Must not have double carport or garage.
WANTED: BABYSITIER in my rates. Phone 753-3798.
AlOC
is coming to the
home. Write Harold S. Elkins,
AUCTION SALE: Saturday SITE REQUIREMENTS:
Route 5,Box 111 in Murray. A11C I WILL DO baby sitting in your
Where loan funds are involved in site purchase not more the
home. Experienced. Phone 492- August 14th, 10:30 a.m. at Ivan
TRIANGLE
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept. requ
Al2C Jones home on Highway 641 just
INCOME TOO SMALL? With full 8699.
minimum of 10,000 square feet if septic tank installed,
south of Dexter, Kentucky, sold
BE READY!!
or part time Rawleigh Home
ot her ise these are no set requirements as to size of lat.
home bought smaller place and is
Service Plan, many earning $3 WILL INSTALL septic tanks a
selling surplus furniture, clean
Yumbo is a meal in one on a
hourly and up. Write giving Haul Gravel. Phone Emer.
For More Information ...
and good: three-piece bedroom
hamburger bun!
phone no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Construction Co., Murray
suite; vinyl couch, makes bed,
Call or See
Co., Freeport, M. or call 815-232- Kentucky,753-8986.
TRIANGLE INN
dish
washer,
coppertone
4161
from
8
to
4:30.
Al2C
Hazel Highway
refrigerator, ahsley wood heater,
FOR SALE OR RENT
Maytag wringer type, aluminum
BEDROOM
TWO
trailer,
house
WANTED: WAITRESS and Short
901 Story Avenue
WOULD LIKE to have two Drder Cooks. Apply in person to air-conditioned, electric heat. 3 tub, Singer portable sewing
• South 9th Street
Office
elderly ladies to stay in Ay home Jerry's Restaurant, South 12th miles from Murray. Phone 753- machine, one-half bed, very old
square dining table(turned legs)
at all times. Phone 7534807 from
AMC straight and
Street.
Al2C
753-7850 -- After 5100 Co I t 753-6392
rocking chair
7:00 till 12:00 noon:Al3C
electric stove (Tapan), matched'
wood cabinets, old radio, plays
FOR SALE OR TRADE
AS OF August 10, 1971, I will no
good, large pictures and mirror,
POSITION
AUTOS FOR SALE
longer be responsible for any MANAGEMENT
FOR SALE
PARTIALLY WOODED lot, four old matching chairs,
debts other than my own. Joe T. open for a retail hardware store.
Forest.
Sherwood
1964
105'x160' in
collectors type, library table,
CHEVELLE =3, 4-speed
Raker, Route 1, Murray.
Al2P Send resume to P.O. Box 32-A, Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
WiD sell for $450.00. Phone 492
round, end, and picnic tables,
Murray,Kentucky.
Al2C
TFC seven day clock, trunk, yard
8322 and ask for Tommy
p.m.
Bray.
swing, metal chairs, one-half
Al2C
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
inch drill, chain hoist,(2) twenty
foot ladders, power mower,
5).o.0.„-n41=.0411•10.0.11.0.411•8.0.4111=e04110.0.4111•11ei,
01()
1965 FORD pick-up, long wide
garden tiller, churn and dasher,
bed. 1966 Chevrolet 2 ton with 16'
pitcher and butter mould, muffin
grain bed. Phone 489-2522. Al2P
iron, railroad lantern, stainless
steel ware,fruit cans, and many
1964 FORD /
1
2ton truck and 1956 2
small items.
ton Chevrolet, stake bed and
Also administratrix, Mrs. C. D.
sides. Phone 489-2405.
Al2P
Whitlock will sell a Frigidaire
washer and dryer, RCA color
1965 VOLKSWAGEN camper, 69
T.V.(2) Hollywood beds springs
engine, 20,000 miles. Asking
Shopping
Central
Center
& Beautyrest mattresses, and
$800.00. See at Box 414 Bethel
desk.
753-5865
Highway,past Bethel ChurAdditional items, five dining
ch.
Al2P
chairs and captain chair,
FOR RENT
(Walnut) Hi-Fi, Fireplace set,
WANT TO BUY
dinner bell, breakfast set, many
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WANT TO BUY; 50 acres of land
new items (bargain passouts).
for the period of August 6th within 5 miles of Murray. Also
cin
Eats and drinks served, not
through 24th. Rent by the week if want to buy used air conditioners,
responsible in case of accidents.
desired. Zimmerman Apart- large fans and one large bed
Sale conducted by Douglas
ments, So. 16th St. Phone 753- complete with mattress. See
Shoemaker
Associate
of
6609.
Al2C Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Shoemaker
Auction
and
Court.
AlOC
Livestock Co, Murray, Kentucky,
SPACES
TO
park
your
trailers
at
753.3375.
Al2C
WANT
TO
BUY
1968,
1969
or
1970
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
quiet, paved street. Telephones, pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
BUSINESS OPPORTUATY Gas., Electricity, and Cable good condition. Phone 7534030
Man or Woman
TFNC
vision. Available at $22.50 per after 5:00 p.m.
Reliable person from this area
month. Water furnished & garto service And collect from
autojnatic dispensers. No ex
bage picked up. Married couples p.ANT TO BUY; logs and
per
e needed We establish
A23C standing timber. Also have for
acco nts
for
Car, only. Call 753-4539.
you
sale lumber and sawdust.
refer ces, and 5995 to 51885
cash Lopital necessary I 10 12
'Murray Sir*. UM and Istnat
Tb
F7
BODY SHOP or clean up shop.
hours,, weekly nets excellent
Co Phone 753-4147.
monthly income
oil time
Large, convenient. Air commore
For local interview,
pressor. Phone 435-5975.
AlOP
write.
FOR SALE
(Include telephone number)

SLIM JIM

Applications Now Being Taken For:
City Delivery Drivers
Line Haul Drivers

1% Interest On Now

HOME LOANS

"Can You Qualify" You may!
Read these requirements:

YUMBO

GENE STEELY

CAR
STEREOS

t

INTERESTED?
I IN AN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD BUY ON A BIG, SLEEK,
FAST, SAFE,
Family Runabout AND

TV SERVICE
CENTER

Ski Boat?

•Boat is slightly damaged I
•Trailor is damaged
•Approximately 10 hrs. operation
•125 HP Mercury motor
•60 mph plus or 45-50 mph
*Family Runabout or Ski Boat
Must See To Appreciate

Yellow With Black Vinyl Deck
17' Long-90" Beam

ig

Sells In The '4000 Range
BUY NOW FOR ONLY
$199500
SEE IT, TRY IT, AND YOU'LL BUY IT.

See
L

Grayson McClure
Panaroma Shores

oa.°41//1.0IMO0

04=1.01MIlle 0 41•111.0 AIIIIMen

1

041.800.8111M10011.88.

1

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SMALL FARM; good location;
business or future investawst.
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
For appointment call 4362173
TFC
-MODERATELY PRICED 3
bedroom house on large lot.
Located 730 Vine Street. For
further information or appointment phone 753-7193 Monday
through Friday between 9:00
Al2C
a.m. and 5:00p.m.
LOCATED HIGH on Lake View
Drive in Keniana Subdivision,
beautiful lake view. This lot can
be yours for as little as $18.00
down and $18.00 per month. Call
at the Keniana office or phone
436-5320.
AlOC

FOR SALE by OWNER
Four bedroom tii-level near
new high school. Large den with
fire place, two full baths, fully
equipped kitchen, separate
dining
room,
carpeted
throughout. Central heat and
air, spacious closets and
garage. Price reduced.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
one and two bedrooms. Washers
and dryers available. ZimNOTICE
merman Apartments, South 16th
A16C
WILL THE persons who Street. Phone 753-6609
borrowed folding chairs and
tables from Gleason Hall, St. TWO BEDROOM duplex with
Leo's Church please return them central heat and air, fully carto the hall. They are needed for peted with outlets for washer and
the upcoming school year A I2C dryer. Available September 1st.
$125.00 per month Phone 7539741.
Al6C

If You Miss
Your Paper...
If ytu have not received
your Ledger & Times by

6 P.M.
we urge you Lu contaCt the
city circulation rdariager,
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269

Between 6 & 6:30 p.m.
for delivery Please plaie
Sour call before 6.30 p in

TWO BEDROOM house at 1608
Catalina.
Drapes,
air
Conditioner, stove furnished.
$130.00 per month. Available
September 1st. Phone 7533903.
A 12C

MOBILE
HOME:
French
Provincial, two bedroom, carpeted throughout, with air conditioner. Large front porch.
Highway 641, 2 miles south of
Murray. Phone 753-4645.
A 12C

AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
Setter Puppies. Phone 753Al4C
1862.
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
Avery Linnber Co., Puryear.
Tenn.
TFC
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Aug30C
p.m.
SAINT BERNARD pups, AKC
registered. Easy terms. Call 554TFC
4786, Paducah,Ky.
ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa
mare, also one Appaloosa horse.
Two saddles and bridles. Phone
436-228."
A1OP
750 HONDA,1,400 miles, $1200.0e.
1969 Corvette, 24,000 miles, new
tires, stereo tape. $3500.00.
Leaving country and must sell.
Phone 753-1687 after 9:00
p.m.
AlOC

THE LINNV1LLE Shoelikore will
be closed on Sundays beginning
August 15, 1971. New store hours;
thru Friday 8:30-6:00,
Monday
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
8:30-5:00.
Saturday
full basement, large corner lot,
shoes are
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700 The latest fall
daily, also Fall Crinkle
arriving
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phon-.
patent Boots. Now receiving
753-4178.
TFC
Men's shoes, all famous name
30 ACRES level land, all under brands at Discount Prices.
fence. Extra large brick home, All Ladies Summer Shows
all shady lawn. Phone 753Reduced. All Famous Namt
AlONC Brand Shoes at Discount
3334.
A17C
Prices.
BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick
house, two blocks from college. 12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME
Phone 7534683 or 753-1790. AlOP Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
bedrooms, two baths, also airTWO BEDROOM house; kitchen, conditioned. Excellent condition.
den, living room, bath. Range Very reasonable price. Phone
TFC
and refrigerator included. All 753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
new carpet. Large lot with outside storage. Call Gene Landoll ONE USED spinet piano,
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:01' recently overhauled, adjusted
TFC and tuned. Excellent condition.
p.m.
$395.00. Phone 753-5.927.
AlOC
NICE WHITE frame house with 3
acres of land and out buildings
lots of shade trees. Located about PURPLE HULL PEAS for
six miles west of Murray on freezing or canning. Bring Your
Highway 121 between Stella and own containers Phone 753AIIC
Coldwater. See or call Ralph 5297.
Morgan,489-2450.
Al2P
BEATEN down carpet paths go
Ai& colleges to pay up
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
NEW YORK. (UPI) - The new electric shampooer $1.
mayors of some of the cities in Western Auto, Home of "The
which units of the State Uni- Wishing Well".
ADC
versity of New York are located are seeking legislation making colleges pay for police and G.E. AIR CONDITIONER, 11,000
fire protection in addition to BTU, 110 volt. Also Royal portable typewriter, like new. Phone
other public services.
Al1C
Although state law excludes 753-4693.
colleges from paying for these
services, officials complain that 16 CUBIC FT. RCA Whirlpool
expanding campuses draw deepfreeze. Excellent condition.
more and more from comtpun753-6209.
Al1C
ity general funds. They claim Phone
colleges should now pay a fair
share of the cost of security KEEP CARPETS beautiful
despite footsteps of a busy
and other services.
family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00 at Big
Al4C
K.
TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one
full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old
boxer; new hydraulic lift for
wheel disc, never been used. Call
A16P
489-2330.
PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Murray,Kentucky.
1TC
SOFA & CHAIR,antique dresser,
straight back Oak chair,4 drawer
chest of drawers, antique
mahogany occasional table, RCA
Victor antique Record player
A 12C
Phone 753-4978.

TV Towers
AND

COPPERTONE MAGIC Chef 3C
inch range. Moving, available
immediately. Phone 7525482.
Al2P

TV Antennas
WHOLESALE
PRICES

GOOD USED bicycle, boy's, 20".
banana seat, butterfly handle
bars. Plione 753-7654.
Al2P

TV SERVICE
CENTER

BROCADE BEIGE couch,
traditional style, 96" long. Good
condition. Phone 489-2425. Al2C

Central Shopping Center
753-5865
AMA MEMBERSHIP
For the first time in at least
50 years, less than half of the
U. S doctors are now duespaying members of the
American Medical A.sssociation

FOR SALE

PHONE 753-6690

EAGLE INDUSTRIES

3938 MeadowbrOOk Road
Louis Park Minn. 55126

St

Call
753-1916

PHILCO
ELECTRIC
self
cleaning range, one year old.
Used only 6 months. Phone 48925.76.
A 12C

•

GREY-GREEN Brom& living
room couch in perfeCt condition
IT('
•Phone 753-3952.

Rites Slated For Paris
Man Killed In Vietnam
A highly decorated Army officer, missing in action in Vietnam for three months, has been
found dead.
He is First Li William E.
Bailey, 27-year-old eon of Mrs.
Allie Bee Bailey of Hi-En-De-Lo
subdivision in Paris, Tennessee.
Mrs. Bailey was notified by the
Army Thursday that her son's
body had been recovered. The
body is being returned to Paris,
and McEvoy Funeral Home will
be in charge of arrangements.
Burial in BevW Cemetery will
follow a military funeral.
Bailey, serving his fourth tour
of Vietnam, was on a reconnaissance mission when he was
reported missing March 10.
A decorated combat soldier,
Bailey held two Bronze Stars for
valor and a third for service, an
Army Commendation medal,
two Purple Hearts, the Good
Conduct Medal, National
Defense Medal and Vietnamese
service medal.
He was commissioned on the
battlefield, promoted from staff
sergeant to second lieutenant
for bravery in action in
December 1968. At that time he
was chief of the fire direction
center for his company of the
First Infantry Division.
Bailey's unit was suddenly
subjected to an intense barrage
of enemy mortar fire and a
ssvage ground assault. He
exposed himself to withering
are in order to operate his fire
center, rescue two wounded
men and adjust artillery fire.
Bailey attended Henry High
School and worked for his
wicks at Pariah Shell Service
before enlisting in the Army in

The hippie havens
draw line at drugs

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Wild primary due
in California

Today's Stock
Market

Emberton...

RELIGION: 1971

Travel topics

jails for drug offensives as of
By MURRAY J. BROWN
last May.
UPI Travel Editor
With airlines offering Yout1is
Many European countries
the lowest trans-Atlantic fares do not differentiate between
in history (and how about us the so-called "soft" drugs such
middle-aged types!), 1971 may is marijuana and the "hard"
well become Europe's "Year of like heroin. Possession of narthe Hippie."
cotics can result in long prison
And officials on both sides terms and heavy fines. Penalof the Atlantic are worried.
ties for trafficking can mean
Thousands of young Amer- sentences of up to 20 years and
icana - male and female - more. In Iran, the death penjunked previous summer vaca- alty can be imposed.
tion plans to take advantage of
Spain, long a haven for hipthe new bargain basement pies, recently increased penallams. Toting knapsacks, bed- ties in a stepped up campaign
rolls and guitars they have join- against illegal drug use by fored hordes of European youths eigners as well as Spaniards.
doing their thing throughout Henceforth, persons caught
the Old World continent.
with heroin or LSD will be
I saw scores in Denmark, fined $OD for each gram in
lit Lt. William E. Bailey
Sweden and Norway on a re- their possession. In addition,
cent visit to Scandinavia. It was they can be sentenced to jail
June 1962. He received his high impossible for me to dis- for up to 12 years.
school diploma after entering tinguish between the American
Each ounce of hashish will
the Army. He completed basic and European variety of hippie bring a fine of $630, and/or a
training at Fort Jackson, S.C. - both seems to have the same prison term. If convicted of:
Besides his four tours in Viet- preference for beards, lotng . fenders don't have the funds,
nam, he had served in Germany hair, and jeans.
they must pay fines off by
and in Hawaii.
But whether they are Asner ,serving added time at the rate
He last visited his family here ican or European, they wl
of $2 per day.
last Christmas, then returned generally find a welcome as
Wrong impression
to Vietnam inJanuary.
long as they abide by local
On this side of the Atlantic,
Born Dec. 6, 1943, in Paris, rules and laws, particularly in the State Department sponBailey was the son of Caluie connection with narcotics.
sored a publicity program aimBailey, who died in 1969, and
A U.S. passport does not ed at informing youths that
Alit Bee Parish Bailey.
make the traveler immune to there is no truthsin the general
Besides his mother, he is arrest in foreign countries if he impression here that foreign
survived by three sisters, Mrs. or she violates laws. It is not countries are more lenient toAlice McFadden of Detrioit, true that foreign nations are ward drug users, peddlers and
Mrs. Catherine Haynes of more tolerant when it comes to smugglers than the United
Tri-City, Ky., and Miss Carolyn enforcing measures against States.
Bailey of Paris, and two drug user, peddler and smugEarlier this year, Miss
brothers, aaude Lee Bailey gler.
Barbara Watson, administrator
with the Army in Germany and
According to recesa.11.S. of the department's Bureau of
Howard Bailey of Henry Route State Department cares, Secioity and Consular Affairs,
2. A third brother, Marvin about 750 Americans were sernewsmen to warn "traBailey, died in 1941.
ving prison terms in foreign
velers,
d
particularly young
Americans, of the serious consequences that may result from
arrests abroad on charges of
Federal State Market News
posaesson, trafficking, in, or
Service Aug. 10, 1971
smuggling illegal drugs.'
Preliminary airlines surveys
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
indicated London, Paris and
Market Report includes 10 buying
Amsterdam were the favorite
stations
destinations for young AmerReceipts: Act. 1276 Est. 1000
icans. But reports circulated in
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents lower
Copenhagen during my visit
Sows steady.
The primary action itself is
that the 'Danish capital would
US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 19.50-19.75
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
where the Cranston and
be the "in" place for American
US 2-4 190-240 lbs., 18.75-19.00
Copley News Service
Tunney game plans will differ.
and European youths this sumUS 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.25-18.75
mer.
Tunney plans to indorse a
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.76-18.25
WASHINGTON - The 1972 candidate in the primary and
in anticipation, the city
SOWS
California primary election will possibly announce his fathers
alma
have essistist.a
US 1-2 270-350 The., 15.00-16.00
promises to be as wild and wide intentions sometime early in
a special newspaper called "Use
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00
open as the struggling 1972.
It, making clear that despite
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00
presidential aspirants want to
Aides also say there are no Denmark s liberal sexualfew down to 12.00.
make it.
1972 political ambitions behind
So far as the Democrats are a statewide, week-long trip mores, everything does not go
concerned, the state's most Tunney plans in California In CoI)enhagen.
"To many tourists, Copeninfluential leaders here do not
rly in August. The "report to
plan any efforts to put a, e people," carried out hagen is the city where everydamper on a donnybrook that through a series of jet stops thing is allowed," the newspaper says. "That is a
NEW YORK (UPI) -The could vault the winner into the from Eureka to San Diego, is myth...there are, just as
in any
dock market opened lower in -nomination at Miami Beach in part of a pledge made in his other country or city, laws and
August.
moderate turnover today.
1970 campaign, according to rules to be observed."
Both Sens. Alan Cranston and top aides.
Shortly after the opening, the
It warns that the "use of
Many sources feel Tummy euphoriants is forbidden and
Dow Jones industrial average John Tunney minimize the
possibility
that
either
would
would not shut the door as anyone smoking hashish or usshowed a loss of 0.43 at 842.22.
Declines topped advances, 124 run in the June primary as a rapidly as Cranston on the vice ing other types of drugs runs
to 93, among 324 issues across favorite son to carry an tin- presidency. He frequently is the risk of being arrested and,
pledged slate of 271 delegates to lumped into this category with if aliens, expelled."
the tape.
It emphasFlorida. The state's total is oneRCA dipped /
1
4 to 30/
1
4 among fifth of the total needed for a batch of other lesser-known izes also that the selling of
senators with White House drugs "is a serious violation of
the electronics. Fairchild Came- nomination.
ambitions who are considered Danish law and any trafficker
ra and Memorex held unHowever, Cranston and
changed at 30% and MA's, Tunney are cutting out in- at least four years or possibly caught in the act can expect
respectively. General Electric dividual roles for themselves eight years away from actively severe prison sentence."
pursuing the nomination.
Youths returning from
also was steady at 541
/
4.
which, although allowing only
It is also a widely accepted abroad can expect to be CareIn the oils, Texaco surren- the rarest chance for a perview that Tunney would
dered it to 33%. Occidental sonal race, still provide strong abandon all pretext of nonin- fully scrutinized by U.S. customs inspectors. The United
dipped 1,8 to 16/
1
4, and Kerr- behind-the-scenes influence. volvement
quickly
if States and other countries art
McGee was /
1
4 lower at 131.
Cranston has no intention of momentum builds for the waging an all-out
war against
Atlantic Richfield and Standard entering the primary himself presidential candidacy of Sen.
of California, however, rose /
1
4 and will not support a can- Edward Kennedy.
each to 62/
1
4 and 56%, didate prior to the primary.
Now You Know
Aides also believe Cranston
respectively.
By United Press International
U.S. Steel dipped It to 27% in will not declare publicly for any
John W. Hyatt in 1868 decided
its group. Bethlehem also eased candidate until the convention,
to build a better billiard ball
the
possibly
waiting
until
La to 21%, but Armco gained %
From The
and in the process developed
nominee is chosen.
to 16.
the first successful plastic
But the senator is retaining
Du Pont was unchanged at
143% in the chemicals. Union an option in the California
Carbide dropped % to 42%, as primary to declare support for By United Press Intersational
did Allied Chemical to 29%. an individual if he encounters a
LONDON -Israeli Prime
candidate whom he "totally
Monsanto, trading ex-dividend,
opposes or totally approves." Minister Golda Meir, explaining
added ¼ to 42%.
So far, Cranston has been why she became a strong
In the automotive group, friendly to Sees. George woman after her election:
General Motors dipped % to McGovern, Edmiind Muskie,
"The ailment, was that I
74%. Ford and Chrysler lost % Birch Bayh and Harold Hughes wanted to be prime minister.
each to 60% and
2544, during their 1971 forays into When I got there, most of my
respectively. American Motors California. This aid includes problems were solved."
eased /
1
4 to 61/4.
help with press arrangements,
Flying Tiger dipped % to 32% introductions to state party
WASHINGTON -Corresponin the airlines. American added officials, or general logistics. dent Bill Gill of the.
Ameriean.
les to 28. Penn Central held
opposes the Broadcasting Co., in response
Cranston
steady at 5% in the rails, while favorite son concept "because to complaints against
his
Burlington Northern edged up it is unrealistic to close the coverage of President Nixon's
/
4.
44 to 461
doors of California to party visit to New Hampshire in
candidates." He also doubts which he said the state was no
that the indorsement of a single
Nixon territory,
individual has great value in
"I reported what I saw. If I
winning votes of others.
were wiring it again, I would not
(Continued frees Page 1)
Such noncommital talk
spiring than a military parade, normally is par for a politician change it."
especially if you are par- in presidential years who wants
HOLLYWOOD -A Los Anticipating,and the colors come by to keep his house in order for a
geles zoo spokesman, regarding
followed by a band.
possible vice presidential bid.
the disappearance of two rare
Cranston disavows this intent,
When we were in the army this saying he would rather have 20 Asian birds:
"They have abandoned their CIA WATCHER - The
made cold Chills run up our spine. million bosses (the citizens of
nii,
California than one (the Eden at the zoo for the prominent dove in th
Insecurities of the outside House, Rep. Lucien N N,
Nice fellow: the young man who president 17
Id. In other words -they dzi, D-Mich ,
stopped his car at West Main and Tunney, just six menths into
'beer,
the coop."
named chairman or
Doran Road to move a big con- his first term aLseriator, also
Ho use, subcommittee
crete block from the opposite has no plans to enter as a
French writer Victor Hugo's keep tab on the ('eriii,,1
lane of traffic. If someone had hit favorite son, but aides say the
Intelligence Agency ;Ind
the block, they could easily have idea has "percolated" among father was a distinguished
his supporters in California.
(Owl intelligence ,111,1q11•It
general in Napoleon's army.
wrecked their car.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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Church women fighting
against discrimination
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - The churches
are suffering from a split
personality in their attitude
rxward women.
Although women head the
National Council of Churches
and three major denorninauons, and 70 churches ordain women, most religious
organizations relegate their
women members to the preparation of church suppers,
teaching Sunday school and
performing good works.
Women are seldom included
in decision-making bodies and
only a few of those who have
won ordination are in the
assignments they were trained
for or would like to fill.
Spurred by the Women's
Liberation Movement, church
women are growing increasingly eager to break out of
the church kitchen and nursery. Their leaders feel that
their numbers are impressive
enough for their voices to be
heard, since more than 50 per
cent of church members are
women.
Mrs. Cynthia Wedel, the first
woman elected president of the
National Council of Churches,
maintains that the posts least
open to women include many
church pulpits and most major
executive
positions and
membership in key decisionmaking bodies. She said she
had never heard of a woman
being named minister of a
church in a parish of significant
size that could afford to lure a
man.
The first woman to be elected
moderator - spiritual leader
- of the 3,000,000-member
United Presbyterian Church in
the U. S. A. is unique in her
denomination for several
reasons. Mrs. Lois Harkrider
Stair of Waukesha, Wis., has
been a pioneer throughout her
church career, having served
as the first woman moderator
of both the Milwaukee
Presbytery and the Synod of
Wisconsin before defeating
three men for the top post in the
denomination.
Mrs. Marcus Rohlfs of
Seattle served as a national
officer of American Baptist
Women before she became the
fifth woman president of the
American Baptist Convention.
The only one of the top four

who has not had to buck
discrimination along the way is
Mrs. Elizabeth Glass Barlow of
New York, who has been
elected the 74th president of the
Christian Science church. The
traditionally
organization
alternates between men and
women as presidents on an
annual basis.
Mrs. Barlow said her church,
founded by Mary Baker Eddy,
"has been on the ground floor
of Women's Liberation."
There have been other
breakthroughs. The Rev. Mrs.
Martha Barr was the first
woman elected president of the
County, N. Y.,
Cortland
ministerial association. The
Rev. Elizabeth A. Platz, 30, of
Pittsburgh, recently became
the first Lutheran woman to be
ordained in the Western
Hemisphere.
On the occasion of her ordination, Dr. Donald R. Heiges,
president of her alma mater,
Gettysburg Seminary, observed that it had taken
Lutherans "far too long to give
women the recognition they
deserve in the church.
-It is rather ironical," he
noted,"that in the new world of
America, with its vaunted
record of pioneering in almost
every field of human endeavor,
the Lutheran churches have
been so cautious about admitting women to first-class
citizenship in the life and work
of the church."
Two women are trying to
break into what still are exclusively male provinces -the
Roman Catholic priesthood and
the rabbinate.
Sally Priesand, a student at
Hebrew Union College-Jewish
histftute of Religion in Cincinnati, is determined to
become the first female rabbi
in history next year, with the
support of several leaders of
Reform Judaism, while Mary
Lynch, a social worker, plans
to begin studies for the
priesthood in September at the
Christian Theological Center in
Indianapolis despite the fact
that she has been told her
chancel, are remote.
"I'm not an active supporter
of Women's Lib," Miss
Priesand says. "I don't need it.
But I do think the feminist
movement is important
because it is time for us to
overcome psychological and
emotional objections. We must
fulfill our potential as creative
Individuals."

While recognition is coming
to women, it is coming slowly,
against a background of
complaints of "tokenism."
-The oppression of women is
an issue that the church can no
longer ignore," declared an
editorial in The Tower, the
Union Theological Seminary
alumni magazine, which
devoted an entire recent issue
to the question: "Do Women
Belong in the Church?"
'The discrepancy between
the churches' pronouncements
about human freedom and the
realities of its everyday life has
become increasingly evident to
us.
"We are outraged by our
second-class citizenship. We
are compelled to acknowledge
our bondage, and that of our
sisters, and to move toward the
proclamation of ow freedom."
Herman Stark checked his
lobster pots in the Ambrose
Channel, New York, and found
one of them had trapped a 200pound package of hashish
worth more than $200,000.
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a separate CARE-o-van through
the same 116 counties.
Host said this will insure that
members of the ticket visit every
Kentucky County at least twice
before mid-September.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Emberton and Mrs. Host
began their own tour of Kentucky'
on Tuesday, August 17 and will
visit 72 Kentucky communities.
RETAIL SALE RISE
WASHINGTON (UP!)-Retail
sales during June totaled $33.1
billion, a 1.3 per cent increase
over May and 8.6 per cent
higher than last December,
according to the Commerce
Department.
"Consumers are becoming
decidedly more aggressive buyers and the results are being
reflected in rapidly rising retail
sales," said Assistant Commerce Secretary Harold C.
Passer. He called the situation
very encouraging.
EMBARRASSING MOMENT
MARION, Ill. (UPI) Thomas A. Foran visited
Marion Monday to assess his
chances for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination.
His motel welcomed him on
Its marquee as a "Republican
Gubernatorial Hopeful."
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4 Baker's
products
5 Item of
property
6 Possessive
pronoun
7 Baseball
organization
(abbr.)
8 Concealed
9
Lucid
17 Mediterranean
island
10 Chapeau
19 Ascend
11 Frozen water
20 Solo
16 Irritate
21 Sea in Asia
lo
18 Outfits
23 Telegraphic
20 Word of sorrow 33 Rant
45 Fat of swine
message
21 Worship
34 Rubber.
46 Small child
27 Hinder
bottomed
47 Anger
29 Units of Latvianr 22 Part of
footwear
fortification
48 Nahoor sheep
currency
36
Rational
24 Encomium
49 Girl's name
30 Pronoun
38 Man's name
25 Collect
50 Lair
31 Poem
40 Covered
26
Apportions
Inside of
53 Latin
32 Worn away
28
Falls
back
41
Surgical
thread
conjunction
34 Posed for
portrait
35 Sun god
36 Antlered
animal
37 Thick
39 Makes bigger
42 Army meal
43 Arrow poison
44 lamb's pen
name
46 Ringworm
30
48 Walked with
haughty
bearing
51
ive
in metal
52 Singing voice
ao
54 Night before
55 Man's
Weirymm....mKs
-e1r-mrsAms.
nickname
56 Remain erect
57 Hurried
1 Capuchin
monkey
4 Aches
9 Greek letter
12 Sea eagle
13 Fiber plant
14 100,000
rupees
15 Withdrawal
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1 Weight of India
2 Exist
3 Unappreciative
person
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